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ABSTRACT

The objective of this work is to identify the key differences among typical stakeholders
in the adoption of automation in manufacturing. The design and integration of advanced
technologies in manufacturing is collaborative, requiring inputs from individuals across
disciplines, with varying levels of education, expertise, and work experience. A “design
chain” was developed to describe the three main stages of automation adoption in
manufacturing: 1) development, 2) procurement, and 3) implementation and use. This
research is focused on elucidating how the stakeholders in each stage view automation.
The first phase of the study employed surveys and focus groups to understand how
individuals in the development and procurement phases of automation adoption viewed
automation and its effects on their experiences with manufacturing. Focus groups used
individual survey responses to stimulate group discussions with engineering students,
automation firms, technical apprentices, and assembly operators. Several themes were
identified among the groups, such as the specific views of “automation is improvement”,
“maximizing level of automation”, and the organizational phenomenon of “automation
culture”.
Building on the themes gathered in the first phase, a second phase of study employed
similar methods in a multiple-case study of manufacturing firms across these United States.
In three case studies, focus groups occurred with employees at various levels of each firm.
These group discussions were supplemented with individual interviews with higher-level
management and other decision-makers at each firm. Findings from survey data suggest
that employees at lower levels of manufacturing firms tend to view automation in a
ii

personal way relative to their counterparts at higher levels, and that work experience had a
significant effect on survey responses. The concept of “automation culture” is further
developed to describe how firms can most effectively implement automation strategies at
various levels of manufacturing. Themes found in the focus group data were used to
develop a set of practices that hinder an effective automation culture, and practices that
enable the effective adoption of automation.
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CHAPTER ONE
1

RESEARCH MOTIVATION

The purpose of this research is to better understand the various perspectives that
influence the implementation and use of automation in manufacturing. Despite the rapid
advances made in robotics and artificial intelligence within the past few decades, humans
remain a crucial piece in the overall manufacturing landscape. By understanding how
individuals across the automation design chain view and understand automation
technologies, it is believed that interdisciplinary communication can be improved,
frameworks for designing effective sociotechnical systems can continue to be developed,
and potential biases in systems design can be addressed. As Industry 4.0 begins to take
shape in the manufacturing setting, how humans interact with automation will be one
significant key to success – understanding how humans perceive automation in the
manufacturing workplace is a helpful step in this process.
1.1

Personal Experiences
Based on my own personal experiences in manufacturing, working with a variety of

automated systems have motivated this research. While working in the textiles industry
(one of the earliest manufacturing sectors to be transformed by mechanization), I was
introduced to the altering affect that automation has on the tasks of humans working in
manufacturing. The introduction of machine vision in inspection areas did not wholly
eliminate jobs for people in the facility I worked in, but greatly changed the content of their
work. During an internship with a different company – this time in the chemical industry
– I worked on the implementation of a different kind of automation. This type of
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automation, integrated supply chain reporting, was more narrowly focused on white-collar
tasks, and displayed the power of connecting production facilities located all over the world
to optimize supply planning. Lastly, while working on a Capstone design project to develop
a simulated, but realistic, automotive assembly environment, I was introduced to truly
interdisciplinary work. After being paired up with mechatronics students from a local
technical program, I began to realize the broad nature of tasks required to be completed in
manufacturing; during this experience, I realized that I only had expertise in a small slice
of the subset of challenges faced in the production setting. While working with students
from a technical education background, I began to understand the reality that successful
manufacturing systems are made up of individuals with a variety of different skill sets, and
that each of these individuals understand automation in a slightly, or sometimes vastly,
different way. These experiences are, in part, what motivated this research in perceptions
of automation.
1.2

Study Approach
This thesis explores the role that individual perceptions play in the implementation

and use of automation in manufacturing over the course of a two-phase study. The first
phase (Phase I), spanning from September 2018 to April 2019, explored the various
perspectives held by individuals who were either directly engaged in manufacturing
activities, or could reasonably be expected to interact with industrial automation in the near
future. This first phase employed surveys and focus groups as tools for understanding the
language individuals use when discussing automation, how they differentiate between
industrial automation and other commercial automation applications, and the set of
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attitudes surrounding automation in manufacturing. Four hours of focus group data from
these individuals is used for drawing comparisons between the various groups and provided
a grounded view of the individual differences that stakeholders possess in regard to
automation.
The second phase of the study (Phase II) builds upon the perspectives of automation
developed in Phase I, while studying the implementation and use of automation in-situ. A
cross-section of manufacturing firms in the United States participating in the Advanced
Robotics for Manufacturing Institute is selected to characterize how individual perceptions
of automation among manufacturing leadership, production engineers, and operators affect
automation implementation. Three manufacturing firms of varying size, industry, and
geographic location are chosen as industrial case studies of automation implementation.
Focus group discussions in the second phase of the study were centered around each firm’s
particular automation design and implementation process, and each individual’s selfdescribed role in it. In this second phase, nearly seven hours of focus group discussions are
used to triangulate challenges in automation implementation between the three firms.
These group discussions were then supplemented by nearly five hours of one-on-one
interviews with automation decision-makers in engineering management, and other
specialized manufacturing functions like safety and technology management.
1.3

Thesis Outline
Chapter Two of this thesis provides a background of automation in manufacturing,

with a focus on approaches for optimizing automation solutions; this includes the variety
of decision-making tools for assessing manufacturing systems, and the strategic
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frameworks for employing said approaches and tools. Next, in Chapter Three, the approach
for how groups of stakeholders were identified for inclusion in the study is presented, and
what classifications were developed for analyzing each group. Chapter Four of this work
introduces the methodological approaches used to investigate the research questions
specified in the second chapter. The main method for data collection in this thesis is a
survey instrument paired with focus group discussions; while the individuals who
participated in the focus groups are the same population who completed the survey
instrument, the results from either method will be discussed separately. Chapters Five and
Six discuss two of the major items from the survey instrument. Findings from content
analysis performed on the open-ended questions in the survey instrument are presented in
Chapter Five, while Chapter Six discusses the findings from a video activity included as
part of the survey. Chapters Seven and Eight outline findings from the focus group
discussions that were collected concurrently with participant responses to the survey
instrument. Themes generated from this qualitative analysis identified potential biases in
systems design, provide recommendations for efficient automation implementation at
manufacturing firms of varying sizes, and for fostering “automation culture”. Conclusions
stemming from these findings are presented in Chapter Nine and are followed by
opportunities to build upon this work in future studies. Supporting material for this
document is found in the Appendices, such as the forms used in recruiting manufacturing
firms for the study and different versions of the survey instrument.
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CHAPTER TWO
2

AUTOMATION IN MANUFACTURING

This chapter outlines a background of automation in manufacturing, and the strategies
used for managing the implementation of automated systems. For the purposes of this
analysis, automation in manufacturing will be defined as “a device or a system that
accomplishes (partially or fully) a function that was previously, or conceivably could be,
carried out (partially or fully) by a human operator [1].” First, a historical view of task
allocation will be presented. Based on these approaches to allocating tasks, accompanying
human factors concerns are discussed. To understand how firms balance these
considerations, the concepts of manufacturing strategy and automation strategy are
introduced. Lastly, the research questions resulting from this path of inquiry are stated.
2.1

The “Future” of Manufacturing
Since the advent of the first Industrial Revolution, many people have seen

automation as the end of human labor in production. Whether it was the original vengeance
of the Luddites against the mechanization of the textile industry [2], John Maynard Keynes
citing technology as a primary source of unemployment during the Great Depression [3],
or the current alarmism around mass technological unemployment today [4,5], automation
has always held a polarizing role in the world of manufacturing. In 1940, the New York
Times had already begun contemplating a world where millions of workers would be
displaced by machines, as shown in Figure 2.1. Twenty years after that, in 1963, one of the
foremost industrialists in the United States at that time stated: “Personally, I think...that
automation is a major factor in eliminating jobs in the United States, at the rate of more
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than 40,000 per week, as previous estimates have put it [6].” And yet, over 60 years later,
millions of Americans are still employed in the manufacturing sector for a variety of
economic and technical reasons; it should also be noted, however, that the share of workers
in this portion of the economy is currently on the decline [7].

Figure 2.1. The headline from a New York Times article1 about the tire industry in 1940.

Still, even as automated technologies have progressed tremendously in the past several
decades, humans now play a vital, even elevated, role in the manufacturing industry. In
fact, many descriptions of “Industry 4.0” state that human engineers and laborers are now
the primary “organizers of value creation [8,9].” However, when it comes to studying this
elevated role of humans and human decision-making, literature is scarce. The analysis in
[10] points out that in 630 occurrences of “Industry 4.0” as a keyword in a major literature
database, only 5% of those works also include the keyword “Human Factors.” This

1

Retrieved from https://www.nytimes.com/1940/02/25/archives/does-machine-displace-men-in-the-longrun-new-studies-cited-as-old.html; Accessed December 5, 2018
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disparity in predictions about the utility of human labor raises the question, “Why are there
still jobs for people in manufacturing?”
In light of the recent advances in robotics, artificial intelligence, and machine
learning, the relevant path of inquiry to answer this question becomes “Why do we
automate some tasks and not others?” If industrial robotics have become increasingly
accessible, and the span of tasks capable of being completed by this technology has
increased, then why are manufacturing firms still utilizing people in production? If people
still play a crucial role in the success of producing high-quality, value-added goods, what
considerations may this produce in the realms of systems layout, product design, and
operations research? This thesis aims to address these questions.
2.2

Task Allocation
Automation is a key aspect in manufacturing firms increasing their efficiency and

competitiveness [11]. However, at its most basic level, the reason certain processes do or
do not utilize automation can be considered a matter of task allocation. Task allocation, or
function allocation, is the method by which one determines whether the human or the
machine, or a combination of the two, will carry out the individual functions of a system
[12]. This procedure can take place in a systematic way, as is the case in workstation design
or regular manufacturing planning, or can also be evaluated on an ad hoc basis, like during
continuous improvement or safety evaluations [13]. Early efforts to systematically
distribute functions between man and machine came with the development of Fitts’ List,
which listed particular tasks as “Men Are Better At/Machines Are Better At” [14] to more
effectively design aviation systems in the 1950s. Although this list was somewhat novel
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for its time period (and one of the seminal works in human factors engineering) it was, by
its nature, a rigid process for distributing tasks. The next advent in task allocation came in
1961 with Jordan’s expansion of Fitts’ List in “complementary” task allocation [15]. Using
this system, the idea that man and machine both had unique sets of skills was retained, but
the two were now viewed as complementary collaborative agents, rather than comparable
opposing systems, laying the groundwork for modern human-automation systems.
In the realm of manufacturing, the human factors approach to task allocation was coopted to fulfill the specific needs of manufacturing firms, but still mirrored comparison
methods like Fitts’ list. As industrial automation technologies became more widespread,
this quickly led to the phenomenon of “leftover” allocation, where firms automate whatever
tasks can easily be mechanized or performed by some form of robotics and leave any
remaining tasks for human operators. This approach, while convenient, ultimately meets
issues due to its assumption that humans will perform the remaining tasks in an optimal
way. The most common form of this approach in manufacturing, however, has become
“economic” task allocation, whereby particular processes are identified as candidates for
automation implementation, and then transformed based on the projected economic
benefits that accompany the process change [12].
More recent developments in task allocation have stemmed from the field of
cognitive psychology and are grounded in the principles of adaptive and dynamic levels of
automation. This approach to automation is defined by automation that can change the
control level by automatically adjusting itself to the operator’s performance, operator’s
physiological state, or the system status [16]. Under adaptive automation conditions, the
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systems involved in the production of goods may perform their tasks autonomously, or be
controlled by an operator, depending on the level of reliability desired, or the skill-level of
the operator. As cybernetics and the “Internet of Things” become more prevalent in the
production setting, these increasingly complex automation schemes will likely become
more important as time goes on [17].
2.2.1

Levels of Automation
While most of the aforementioned views of task allocation have focused primarily

on the assumption that systems would need to be designed to overcome, or replace, the
somewhat limited capabilities of human operators, there are alternative views. Specifically,
automation in manufacturing does not have to be viewed as binary decision between using
only machines or only humans [18]. Another way to view task allocation is to treat the
tasks as a necessarily collaborative function, described by a continuum. The amount of
automation can be described using scales developed in the human factors field, an example
of which is shown in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1. The various levels of automation as defined by [19] are shown for cognitive and
physical tasks.
Levels
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Cognitive
Totally manual
Decision giving
Teaching
Questioning
Supervising
Intervene
Totally automatic

Physical
Totally manual
Static hand tool
Flexible hand tool
Automated hand tool
Static workstation
Flexible workstation
Totally automatic

Using this view, designing a system based on its level of automation (LoA) can be provide
an additional approach to task allocation that quantifies the contributions made to a process
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by both man and machine, between cognitive and physical tasks. One such systematic
approach to applying the levels of automation schema to manufacturing is the Dynamo
Method [19–21], which applies the LoA approach to production tasks to identify potential
opportunities for improvement. This improvement could occur by either reducing the
current amount of automation present within a certain process, or by introducing additional
forms of automation to increase the speed or reliability of a task; the Dynamo Method
primarily focuses on determining the “appropriate” LoA for a given situation.
The LoA approach to task allocation is not an entirely new concept and is just one
of the ways a manufacturing firms can work to optimize a process and increase throughput.
Besides the general tactics provided by the industrial engineering field (line balancing, lean
methodologies, etc.), additional approaches to productivity improvement via automation
involve product design considerations. The level of automation of a process needs to be
considered while applying several of the “Design for X” methods [22], like Boothroyd’s
“Design for Automatic Assembly” and “Design for Manufacturing” methods [6,23].
2.2.2

Human-Automation Interaction
Automated processes in manufacturing coexist with the human operators who

provide inputs to equipment in process flows, maintain systems, and provide feedback on
the system’s utility in a joint fashion. As such, human-automation interactions must be
considered during the task allocation process [24]. A variety of factors have been shown to
affect how humans interact with automation; these include preconceived beliefs about
automation and misplaced self-confidence in one’s own ability to complete a task [25]. As
stated previously, one consequence of “leftover” task allocation is the potentially difficult
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set of tasks that remain for human operators once a larger process is automated. In the
scenario that a human remains to monitor an element of the manufacturing process, the
operator is now considered “out-of-the-loop”, with limited options to intervene on the
system’s behalf without slowing production.
The operator may also a form of an automation bias known as “complacency”,
where an individual fails to remain vigilant in monitoring automation, when in fact system
performance is sub-optimal or even dangerous [26]. Complacency becomes especially
salient when the operator is assigned the singular task of only monitoring a system. Humans
have limited physiological resources and cannot be expected to act as a reliable monitor
for very long; even when a system is performing at its peak reliability, automation
complacency in humans dictates that they will eventually become inattentive [27]. Both of
these dilemmas have been thoroughly studied in the human factors literature [27–29].
Additionally, as operators are removed from tasks they previously performed, skills can
degrade over time, which is often accompanied by the potential for reductions in job
satisfaction and increased complacency behaviors [30]. With these considerations in mind,
the question arises as to when and why practitioners apply these principles in the design of
manufacturing systems. If a process improvement is attempted by means of automation, is
it optimal to totally replace the tasks completed human operator? If not, when should such
system design considerations be made?
2.3

Manufacturing Strategy
To describe when and why engineers and other individuals involved in systems

design may consider analyzing a system through task allocation, level of automation, and
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the accompanying human factors effects, the term “manufacturing strategy” has been
introduced in the production management literature [31–33].

Automation
Figure 2.2. Automation strategy is one segment of a firm’s overall manufacturing strategy.

This type of strategy is described in [32] as being made up of “a series of decisions
concerning process and infrastructure investment, which, over time, provide the necessary
support for the relevant order-winners and qualifiers of the different market segments of a
company.” It is similarly defined in [33] as the “time and market-specific decisions that
support competitive priorities”; this includes investment in automation technologies, which
is why [33] further identifies “automation strategy” as a possible component within the
overall manufacturing strategy, as shown in Figure 2.2 above. The discussion on
automation strategy found in [34] delineates two equally-valid approaches to developing
an automation strategy: 1) the “top-down” approach, which is based on top management’s
efforts to achieve profitable manufacturing, or 2) the “bottom-up” approach, in which
automation opportunities emanate from levels closer to the shop floor and is often based
on a day-to-day contact with the reality for manufacturing. Both of these approaches to
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automation strategy aim to describe “why (automation) decisions are made and upon what
facts they are based” [34]. Depending on a firm’s automation strategy, and depending on
how engineers and managers anticipate the benefits of automation, several production
system evaluation methods have been developed to support a firm’s overall business and
manufacturing strategy [21,35–37]. Some of these methods directly address the design and
distribution of automated systems in a facility, and they all provide some means of
analytical justification for automation adoption.
However, not all investment in automated technologies can be justified by purely
analytical means. As stated in [38], “the decision process that organizations utilize when
evaluating technology investment opportunities is a complex and even political process.”
Therefore, to understand these decision processes, one must also understand the
perceptions of the individuals involved in these decisions. Manufacturing systems are made
up of stakeholders from a variety of backgrounds, and who each possess their own
functional expertise, and own business interests. A firm’s automation strategy can be used
to describe what interactions exist among these individuals when it comes to automation
investment. Further, these strategies describe which of these stakeholders are involved at
each step of the design process, and who provides particular system design inputs.
2.4

Research Questions
As stated above, many different considerations surround the adoption of

automation in manufacturing, and a number of stakeholders play some role in that decisionmaking process. Given these separate, but equally crucial, roles in automation design and
implementation, it became of interest to explore how an individual’s education, personal
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experiences, and manufacturing background affected the way they viewed automation. In
this study, an individual’s “perception of automation” will be defined as the set of implied
assumptions, ways of thinking, and beliefs that a person holds with regard to automation
in manufacturing. The human factors literature has long established that individual
differences affect human performance, but would these personal biases also affect the way
engineers identify, design, and implement automated manufacturing solutions? Would
these personal views on automation increase or decrease the job performance of those
operators who work most closely with automated systems? Further, do these biases affect
the ways manufacturing firms invest capital in improving the efficiency and throughput of
their operations? To narrow the scope of, and define the approach to, addressing these
issues, the following research questions were developed:
RQ1: How do stakeholder perceptions of automation influence the
implementation and use of automation technology in manufacturing?
This overarching question will help in determining the potential considerations that
need to be taken in systems design with regards to individual differences, personal beliefs,
and attitudes towards automation. Cognitive psychology has long maintained that
individual differences affect how people interact with automated systems, but this study
aims to understand how those differences – if they do exist in an identifiable form in
manufacturing – may affect decisions to adopt automated technologies. Two sub-questions
were identified within RQ1 that will further specify the direction of analysis.
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RQ1.1: How do stakeholder perceptions of automation differ across
different educational backgrounds?
Similar in nature to the larger research goal, this question aims to explore the
individual differences between those students who’ve received an education from a
technical program, and those who’ve received an engineering education. It should be
expected that the skill-sets conferred by these two programs will be complementary by
nature, but recommendations may be identified for establishing successful strategies for
collaboration in the future state of manufacturing. Inquiry into this question may also have
implications for the curricula followed in typical engineering and technical education
programs.
RQ1.2: How do employee perceptions of automation differ across the
different strata of a company?
This final sub-question seeks to understand how individuals at different levels in a
manufacturing firm perceive automation technologies. In this phase of the study, it is
acknowledged that the stakeholders in manufacturing systems have differing vocations and
education; however, stakeholders within the same company all interact with similar
automated systems, providing an interesting comparison. Implications of this comparison
may provide suggestions for systems implementation, the development of innovative
organizational culture, and contribute to effective management approaches in production.
The following chapter will provide further details on the individuals recruited for this study
as stakeholders in manufacturing.
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Chapter 2 Takeaways:
• Automation can be understood in a wide variety of ways depending on its
application, both in industry, popular media, and academic literature.
• Manufacturing firms employ tools in designing and implementing automation,
which depend on the firm’s manufacturing and automation strategies.
• These tools and strategies require collaboration across many stakeholders, and
there is a need for studying how these stakeholder perceptions may differ.
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CHAPTER THREE
3

AUTOMATION STAKEHOLDER IDENTIFICATION

This chapter discusses the framework used to identify stakeholders in automation
adoption, and how they were recruited as participants. Next, participant demographics
illustrate the diverse set of experiences in manufacturing represented by the group. For the
purposes of analyzing survey data, classifications by similar job content were developed.
3.1

Automation Design Chain
To describe the individuals who are involved in the adoption of automated

technologies in manufacturing, an “automation design chain” was developed. This design
chain is defined as being made up of individuals who regularly interact with industrial
automation and its supporting technologies or may reasonably be expected to in the future.
This framework for classifying stakeholders is similar to those “chains” used to describe
product realization processes in supply chains [39–41] and is split into three phases:
automation development, automation procurement, and automation implementation/use, as
shown below in Figure 3.1.

Automation
Development

Automation
Procurement

Implementation &
Use

•Academia
•Research &
Development
•Robotics Firms

•Manufacturing
Planners
•Automation Firms
•Systems Integrators

•Production
Management
•Production Support
•Operators

Figure 3.1. Selected examples of individuals across the automation design chain.
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The automation development phase is made up of individuals developing the next
generation of automation technologies, which includes, but is not limited to, robotics. This
phase also includes the academic community as it relates to automation in manufacturing,
since the current research in robotics and automation will help set the future course of
automation development. Additionally, this phase of automation development defines the
education that engineering students receive before working in industry. The procurement
phase of the automation design chain includes both internal and external sources of
automation integration. Whether automation procurement occurs internally at larger
OEMs, or is outsourced to automation-specific integration firms, this phase describes the
bulk of the individuals involved in system layout and equipment purchase. This phase of
the automation design chain may entirely proceed the actual production of goods, as in the
case of facility planning and design, or could take place on a continuous basis, as part of a
larger process improvement. Lastly, the implementation/use phase of the design chain
involves those individuals who interact with automation as it is used in manufacturing.
While these individuals may traditionally not be as involved in the design of production
systems as those in the earlier phases of the design chain, their interaction with these
systems is critical to successful automation implementation [11,17,42].
One key aspect of this framework is that individuals are not necessarily constrained
to one phase of the design chain; for example, a student completing a technical
apprenticeship while working full-time in industry may be a stakeholder in both the
automation development phase and the automation implementation/use phase. It should
also be noted that this “design chain” does not suggest that all automation projects follow
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this exact cadence, or that these projects necessarily occur in a linear process. Rather, these
“design chain” phases provide a useful framework for identifying stakeholders in
automation adoption – a necessarily collaborative process.
3.2

Stakeholder Recruitment
Using the framework provided by the automation design chain above, the

recruitment of individuals for participation in this study began in September 2018. Over
the next year, a series of “cold e-mails” led to more than 100 participants being recruited
to participate in the study, which occurred in the two aforementioned phases. Participants
in Phase I of the study totaled to 55 individuals and were predominantly made up of
stakeholders in the development and procurement phases of the automation design chain –
over half of which were mechanical engineering undergraduate students. After obtaining
consent to record their discussion, participants in this study completed a short survey
activity that was followed by a focus group discussion ranging between 30-60 minutes,
which is detailed in Chapter Four of this thesis. The exact number of focus groups and
survey responses collected from each group is summarized below in Table 3.1. In the
second phase of the study, which focused on the automation implementation processes
employed by practitioners in industry, data collection also occurred with individuals at
various levels of three different manufacturing firms. In this phase, the number of
participants totaled to over 50 individuals, 47 of which completed the survey instrument
and participated in a focus group. The additional participants in this phase of the study took
part in individual interviews that were used to supplement focus group discussions.
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Table 3.1. A summary of data collection methods for each stakeholder group is shown.
Survey

Focus
Group

University Mechatronics

30

4

-

Automation Firms

12

2

-

Technical Mechatronics

9

2

-

Assembly Operators

4

-

-

55

8

-

Firm #1

18

5

5

Firm #2

13

3

3

Firm #3

16

6

4

Phase II Totals

47

14

12

Combined Totals

102

22

12

Phase I

Group

Phase of Design
Chain

Phase II

Phase I Totals

3.3

Interview

Participant Demographics
Across the two phases of the study, a total of 102 individuals would be included as

participants. Because these participants spanned the automation design chain, the survey
sample represented a wide variety of occupational and educational backgrounds, as shown
in Table 3.2. One sizable group in the survey population was fourth-year undergraduate
and graduate mechanical engineering students; while many of these students had specific
internship experience in manufacturing, some did not. However, the fact that many of these
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students were in the latter years of their B.S. or M.S. degrees meant that they would soon
be a part of the workforce.
Table 3.2. Demographic background of the 102 participants from Phases I and II of the study.
Occupation
Manufacturing Engineers
Automation/Design Engineers
Undergraduate Student

Count
19
24
31
18
10
Count
22
10
19
26
25

Background
Mechanical Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Industrial Engineering
Technical Maintenance
Maintenance Technicians
Operators
Other
Work Experience
Education *
Internship only
M.S./PhD
<1 year
B.S.
1-5 years
Technical certificate
5-15 years
High school/G.E.D.
15+ years
Other
Total
* - includes completed degrees and degrees in-progress

Count
52
8
3
13
26
Count
22
44
13
21
2
102

Another interesting observation from the participant demographics was the range of work
experiences represented by the group. Approximately half of the sample had five or more
years of work experience in manufacturing, with just under 25% of the participants having
worked in manufacturing for 15 years or longer. These relatively long tenures in
manufacturing not only provide the potential for entrenched mindsets about automation,
but also represent a group that has seen the transformative effects of automation in
manufacturing over the past few decades.
3.4

Classification by Job Function
After the automation design chain was used to identify the various stakeholders in

automation adoption, participants were then further grouped by shared contributions to
automation adoption as it occurs in industry. Because stakeholders in the automation design
chain may have involvement in more than one phase of automation adoption,
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classifications of stakeholders by job function were further developed to ensure the most
useful set of comparisons were made. As shown in Figure 3.2, four different classifications
were specified for each “work group”, or group of individuals who perform similar job
functions pertaining to automation within manufacturing.
Clemson M.E.
Students

Engineers/
Directors

Production
Management

Production
Support

N = 31

N = 24

N = 19

N = 28

Figure 3.2. The four "work group" levels used to sub-divide survey data from the 102
participants.

The first work group specified was the group of 31 “Clemson M.E. Students,” which will
further be identified as the “S” group. Although the students may have had varying degrees
of experience in manufacturing, the overwhelming majority of participants in this group
had no more experience than an internship with a firm. Additionally, the data collection for
this group occurred toward the end of the semester, meaning that all of the students had at
least a few months of shared instruction in mechatronics system design. The next group,
“Engineers/Directors”, was comprised of individuals making final design decisions in the
adoption of automated systems in manufacturing and will be referred to as the “E/D” group.
This would include automation and controls engineers, as well as those individuals in
director-level positions who had relatively large amounts of authority in automation
investment. The group made up of “Production Management”, or “PM” group, included
manufacturing engineers and production managers. This group contained the largest
variation in levels of education, mainly due to the observation that individuals in “shopfloor management” may be given leadership positions based on both technical expertise,
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social capital among operators, and tenure at a firm. “Production Support”, or “PS” group,
was the final work group generated for analysis and included maintenance technicians and
machine operators.
The advantage of using this classification was that it captured differences among
stakeholders in terms of education and occupation, which are the focus of RQ1.1.
Additionally, when viewed within a manufacturing firm, these classifications will help in
addressing RQ1.2. These work groups were especially useful in analyzing survey data,
which will be discussed in Chapter Five, and focus groups in the study typically only
contained individuals within each level. The next chapter will outline the methods used to
investigate perceptions of automation among the manufacturing stakeholders identified
above.
Chapter 3 Takeaways:
• To identify individuals who may contribute useful perspectives to the
implementation of automation in manufacturing, an “automation design
chain” was developed.
• This design chain was used to identify and recruit 102 individuals from both
academia and industry with varying levels of work experience.
• The sample is then broken into four “work groups” that classify individuals
based on their contributions to automation adoption as it occurs in industry.
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CHAPTER FOUR
4

SURVEY & FOCUS GROUP DESIGN

This chapter details the approach used to gather perceptions of automation among
the sample of 102 stakeholders. The approach employed multiple methods that provided
an in-depth view of how participants viewed automation in manufacturing. After outlining
the items included on the survey instrument, the design and administration of focus groups
is discussed. The chapter ends by summarizing the pilot studies used to prepare moderators
to formally conduct focus groups for the study.
4.1

Mixed Methods Approach
To answer the research questions at hand, a mixed method approach employed both

qualitative and quantitative methods. The mixed methods approach is especially helpful
when developing cases within organizations or documenting diverse cases for comparison.
This approach is also a useful strategy for explaining quantitative results through
qualitative follow-up questions [43]. Additionally, employing multiple methods can allow
a researcher to address different aspects of the same overall issue [44], and allowing
participants to express their views through a variety of modes can reduce the social
desirability bias [45]. The following approach uses both qualitative and quantitative survey
measures in conjunction with focus group discussions, as shown below in Figure 4.1.
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Individual
Survey
Instrument

Focus Group
Grand
Tour
Questions

Survey
Review

Individual
Individual
Difference
Measures

Figure 4.1. The general format of the mixed methods approach used in this study is shown.

By analyzing individual survey responses alongside focus group discussions between
members of each stakeholder group, a more comprehensive understanding of the group’s
perceptions on automation in manufacturing can be developed. This chapter will consider
the design of both the survey and focus group activity, while the results and analysis of the
data gathered from the two approaches will be discussed separately. Results of the survey
analysis will be discussed in Chapters Five and Six, while findings from the focus group
activities will be discussed in Chapters Seven and Eight.
4.2

Survey Instrument Design
A survey questionnaire was developed to capture information about an individual’s

perception of automation via several different tools. In some cases, these tools aimed to
measure similar constructs as a source of method triangulation [46], and in other cases,
these tools measured exploratory constructs still related to automation in manufacturing.
The survey’s main emphasis was to help participants focus on their experience with
automation as it relates to manufacturing and was completed separately before the
participants engaged in the larger focus group discussion.
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Background
Information
Demographic
Questionnaire

Job Tasks

Preferences/Beliefs

Open-Ended
Questions

Likert Scale
Questions

IDMs

System Design
Behavior

Video Activity

Manufacturing
Solutions

Figure 4.2. The purpose of each of the seven major components included on the survey
instrument.

4.2.1

Demographic Questionnaire
The survey packet began with a demographic questionnaire on the cover page. This

questionnaire identified characteristics of respondents such as highest level of education
completed, years of work experience in manufacturing, age, and current employment status
in manufacturing, if any. As shown in Appendix A, the same survey was given to all of the
participants in the first phase of the study, with only slight modifications to the cover page
of the survey. These small modifications were made to ensure that none of the demographic
questionnaires would fatigue respondents or make them uncomfortable by having to
answer numerous, possibly irrelevant, questions. For example, when surveying a group of
assembly operators (a role where advanced degrees are uncommon) the education section
was more streamlined, whereas the survey given to automation engineers (a role where
advanced degrees are common) had a detailed section for education and most recent degree
completed.
4.2.2

Job Tasks
The next tool used in the survey had respondents identify the most likely tasks they

currently do, or would anticipate doing, as a part of their job while working in
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manufacturing. This was another component of the survey aimed at gathering background
information on each participant. While these responses did not provide much clarification
about automation perceptions on their own, they were a helpful supporting piece of
information in explaining other survey responses. The tasks had to be selected from a set
of twelve tasks that were taken from World Economic Forum’s “Global Challenge Insight
Report” [5] which discusses the tasks which will increasingly be done by humans
(trending), versus those that are moving towards being totally replaced by automation
(declining). The tasks selected from the report are shown in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1. The twelve job tasks selected from the WEF report are shown.
O*NET Bundle - Equivalent

Direction
(WEF)

Systems analysis and evaluation

Trending

Emotional intelligence

Trending

▢ Repeat a task many times

Manual dexterity, endurance and precision

Declining

▢ Develop trust between groups of
people

Leadership and social influence

Trending

▢ Complete fully manual tasks

Manual dexterity, endurance and precision

Declining

▢ Contribute to a company culture

Emotional intelligence

Trending

▢ Lift & transport heavy objects

Management of financial, material resources

Declining

Creativity, originality and initiative

Trending

Technology selection, monitoring and control

Declining

Technology design and programming

Trending

Active learning and learning strategies

Trending

Critical thinking and analysis

Trending

Survey Job Task
▢ Analyze large sets of data to
reach conclusions
▢ Consider the emotions &
feelings of other people

▢ Come up with creative & new
ideas
▢ Monitor systems with a humanmachine interface
▢ Adjust to changing market
conditions
▢ Apply lessons learned from
experience
▢ Critical decision making in the
moment

The “automatibiltiy” of these tasks was determined by data found in [47] and provided a
glimpse into what sorts of tasks respondents were completing as a part of their current job,
and how they anticipated their job may change in the future due to automation.
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Considerations could then be made as to how respondents viewed their own jobs in terms
trending and declining tasks, and why those declining tasks may persist at their firm.
4.2.3

Open-Ended Questions
After completing the demographic questionnaire on the cover page, the survey

continued with a section of open-ended responses. The first question instructed respondents
to define automation “in one to two sentences.” Similar to the survey found in [48], this
question did not scope the definition to only refer to industrial automation. The next openended question, however, then began to prompt the respondent to think about
manufacturing specifically. This question asked respondents to describe the future of
manufacturing in one to two sentences, and to also indicate a timeline of when this “future”
would occur.
The next two questions in the open-ended portion of the survey asked respondents to
identify the single biggest advantage of having humans perform tasks in manufacturing,
and then were asked what they thought was the biggest advantage of having automated
tasks in manufacturing. It should be noted that both questions were phrased in the
affirmative – meaning that the biggest advantage of both humans and automation were
considered, as opposed to asking for the disadvantages relating to either approach.
Respondents were reminded to include only the single-most important advantage between
humans and automation, but some nevertheless included several advantages. In these cases,
only the first advantage listed was chosen for analysis. The definitions and advantages
provided by participants will later be discussed in Chapter Five.
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4.2.4

Likert Scale Questions
The third section of the survey tool contained six “Likert scale” style questions in

Phase I of the study, and four questions in Phase II. These questions were intended to
explore different facets of automation perceptions by allowing participants to express how
likely they are to agree or disagree with a particular idea or statement. Rather than use these
scales to develop some construct based on traditional factor loading [49], these questions
served to prompt participants to think about certain aspects of automation, and also to
triangulate any extreme views that arose during the focus group. Similar to the job tasks,
these questions were not necessarily intended to “stand by themselves” in the survey but
were particularly useful in the later stages of analysis to develop connections between
manufacturing practices and differences in perception among employees in different job
roles. Questions focused on the polarizing effect of automation on the jobs available in
manufacturing as observed in [50], the viability of human labor as technology advances,
and the most appropriate ways for manufacturing firms to approach automation.
4.2.5

Individual Difference Measures
Another tool included at the end of the survey instrument to capture perceptions of

automation, and their potential connection to automation at-large, were individual
difference measures (IDMs). In the survey format, IDMs are typically expertly-designed
sets of Likert-scale questions that have been shown to load on a given factor or set of factors
indicative of a particular psychological construct. For example, one common IDM used in
human factors studies is the NASA Task Load Index, which measures factors related to
cognitive workload [51]. For the purposes of this study, the Complacency Potential Rating
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Scale [52], or CPRS, was chosen due its popular use in the cognitive human factors field,
and measures of reliance on automation at-large. As stated earlier, complacency is a
behavior observed among users that describes the potential for humans to monitor a system
in a sub-optimal way. The complete combined questionnaire is included in Appendix C.
A second IDM that was employed in a portion of the groups in this study was the
Automation-Induced Complacency Potential rating scale [53]. This updated version of the
CPRS was a more recently developed tool for measuring complacency and was published
during the middle of the overall study, which is why it was only given to a portion of the
study participants. This IDM survey was chosen because it only contained half the number
of questions as the CPRS and gave another perspective of how respondents viewed
automation in their daily lives, and in their workplaces. It should be noted that, as shown
above in Figure 4.1, both of these IDMs were the last activity at the end of the overall focus
group, and were completed on an individual basis after the group discussion had ended.
4.2.6

Video Activity
The next activity given as a part of the survey instrument was a five-scene video

activity. In this assessment, respondents were asked to watch five different tasks being
completed in manufacturing, and then identify “how automated” or “how manual” they
perceived the task to be. Screenshots of the five tasks are shown at the top of Figure 4.3.
Responses to each video were given using a 100-millimeter line, also known as a visual
analogue scale (VAS), as shown at the bottom of Figure 4.3 below. Possible responses
ranged from 0 (totally manual), to 100 (totally automated) based on where participants
marked the line for each video.
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Following the example below, rate the tasks shown in each video by marking the line in exactly one spot.
Totally Manual

Totally Automated

Figure 4.3. Screenshots of the five assembly tasks featured in the video activity (top) and the
scale given to respondents for each video in the activity (bottom).

The videos used in the activity took place in an automotive assembly environment, and
featured assembly tasks2 with varying levels of automation. The activity explored how and
when individuals recognized the automated technologies being employed in each task, and
the videos varied mostly by whether or not humans were the main performers of the
assembly tasks, what kinds of robotics appeared in each video, and whether the human
played active role in the process. Before being given to participants in this study, the video
activity was also given to a sample of 150 undergraduate students for validation in an online
format. Analysis and results from the video activity will be discussed in Chapter Six.
4.2.7

Manufacturing Solutions Activity
The last major item on the survey instrument was the “manufacturing solutions”

activity. This activity was designed to understand how stakeholders in the automation

2

Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=adB8xIUTLDI; accessed October 10, 2018
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design chain viewed automation as a solution for particular manufacturing issues. Based
on preliminary feedback during Phase I of the study, so the entire set of 41 responses to the
activity occurred during Phase II. As shown below in Figure 4.4, the activity provided
participants with five manufacturing issues and their accompanying needs; the participants
were then asked to describe their imagined solution using one of four categories, ranging
from totally manual to totally automatic.

Figure 4.4. A sample question from the "manufacturing solutions" survey activity.

The manufacturing solutions provided two intermediate options, the first being “Human &
Machine Sharing Tasks”. Examples described by this option would include collaborative
robotics, humans assisted by power tools, or humans using devices like magnifiers or
pneumatic lifts. The second intermediate option was “Human Only Monitoring
Automation”, which described any scenario that involved humans in a supervisory control
task, versus an autonomous, or fully automatic system.
4.3
4.3.1

Focus Group Design
Focus Group Justification
Focus groups were the next method employed in gathering the individual and group

perceptions of automation among the study participants. Focus groups were chosen as the
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primary method of data collection for several reasons. First, focus groups can serve as a
tool for assessing the effectiveness of survey questions, and explaining particular survey
responses. This was especially important as Phase I of the study was ultimately preparation
for studying automation perceptions in-situ within manufacturing organizations. Secondly,
focus groups have been shown to be an effective way of examining the meanings of words
or phrases, and why people feel a certain way about a topic [44]. Given that the motivation
for this study is to understand how individuals feel about, or perceive, a multi-faceted topic
like automation in manufacturing, focus groups were identified as an effective tool.
Due to the many ironies surrounding human performance and automation [28], and
the polarization of the manufacturing landscape in the United States over recent decades
[50], differences in opinion were expected amongst groups. Focus groups also lend
themselves to this type of phenomenon, because they are well-suited for explaining
findings that appear counterintuitive or conflicting [44]. Lastly, focus groups also have
several benefits for the participants themselves. By design, information discussed in focus
groups is determined by the participants, as they can bring up issues that are most important
to them. For this reason, participants in focus groups report being more stimulated than
they would be in a traditional individual interview [54]. This stimulation was very
important to the both phases of the study, mainly because the focus groups often occurred
during working hours for the practitioners in the study.
4.3.2

Room Layout & Moderation
To ensure each case studied in the first phase of this analysis was a valid comparison,

great care was taken in ensuring an environment that was as uniform as possible between
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groups. This includes the visibility and proximity of recording equipment, ability to make
visual cues to the moderator, and seating that made sure each participant felt included in
the discussion. As shown below in Figure 4.5, in a typical focus group, participants all sat
at the same table, with a microphone placed in a central location in the room. Not only does
this ensure each participant feels heard throughout the discussion, but also ensures that the
audio recordings will have the quality needed for automated transcription services.

Participant E

Moderator

Participant F

Participant D

Microphone for
audio capture

Participant A

Participant B

Secondary
Observer

Display for
Video Activity

Participant C

Figure 4.5. The general room layout for the focus group activity is shown.

Focus group scripts are made up of several components: an introduction, an icebreaker, transition questions, main questions, and a conclusion [55]. The introduction to
each focus group activity began with the moderator thanking participants for their
participation in the study, and by reading of the Clemson Institutional Review Board
informed consent protocol to the participants. This protocol, among other guidelines,
included assurances of privacy regarding statements made during the focus group
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discussion. Participants were then instructed to begin the survey instrument, and to follow
each instruction closely. During the completion of the survey instrument, participants were
instructed to not discuss their responses within anyone else in the focus group, and to not
make any comments about their responses until all participants had completed the survey.
After participants completed the instrument, participants placed their pens in the center of
the table and were asked to not make any changes to their responses based on the following
focus group discussion. This then led to the second stage of the focus group format, labeled
“Survey Review” above in Figure 4.1. To begin the discussion, the moderator led
participants through each page of the survey instrument, question-by-question, asking if
any respondent wanted to make a comment about a question, or had a difficult time
answering a question/completing an activity. In this way, the survey review acted as an
“icebreaker” to encourage participation and provided transition questions in preparation
for the main focus group questions. In these scenarios, respondents often made comments
about responses they felt strongly about, or questions where they would’ve responded
differently given a different set of options.
4.3.3

Focus Group Questions
Once the participants had voiced the last of their concerns with the final activity in

the survey, the discussion then shifted to the personal experiences each participant had with
automation in manufacturing. In Phase I of the study, “grand tour” questions were selected
as a way of having participants lead the discussion with their own personal experiences
concerning automation. Grand tour questions are generally open-ended, and involve
multiple questions that lead to one large explanation; grand tour questions are especially
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good primers for discussion at the start of an activity [44]. Examples of the grand tour
questions used in Phase I of this study are shown below, with Question #1 being how each
focus group began. The remaining grand tour questions were asked as time allowed.
#1) What are some examples of automation you’ve encountered in manufacturing?
Did you work closely with the system? Was the automation helpful to the firm
you worked with?
#2) What is the main reason a firm should choose to automate? Are there any
unintended consequences? What considerations should a firm make before
automating?
#3) Give an example of a task that a human in manufacturing can do that a robot
cannot. Why are people better for that task? Do you think technology could ever
be developed to do that task?
The moderator often asked probing questions to each group as different topics were
discussed, but the overall structure of each focus group was similar. Based on the various
personalities present in each group, individual deviations into opinions that did not appear
to be shared by the larger group happened occasionally and were expected. These
deviations served to illustrate the individual nature of automation perceptions, but are also
acceptable due to the fact that focus groups are not necessarily meant to be one-to-one
comparisons between groups of people, but rather triangulate and clarify information
gathered by other methods [56].
Once focus group data was gathered through the above approach, thematic analysis
was used to code the transcripts of discussions into usable sets of themes. The approach
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used in coding gathered thematic units of analysis described in [57], and is similar to the
phenomenological approach outlined in [58]. The focus groups from the first phase of the
study are summarized in Chapter Seven. In Phase II of the study, focus group discussions
followed a different path of inquiry and were also supplemented by individual interviews,
which is outlined Chapter Eight.
4.4

Pilot Studies
Before the focus group and survey would be conducted on-site at manufacturing

firms and other places of business, pilot studies were conducted to help verify the flow of
the focus group script, give the moderator experience conducting the group, and allowed
test users to provide feedback [55]. As shown in the summary of the survey and focus
group design and implementation in Table 4.2, pilot studies were planned shortly after the
survey was compiled.
Table 4.2. A summary of the approach to the design and implementation of the survey and
focus groups.

Step
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Description
Survey/Focus Group Design
Pilot Studies
Stakeholder Identification
Contact Stakeholders (Points of Contact)
Conduct Focus Group
Code Survey Data/Transcribe Discussion
Data Analysis
Follow-Up Summary for Stakeholders

Two pilot studies were conducted with two different groups of interdisciplinary graduate
students. Each group contained five to six participants, and academic backgrounds varied
across mechanical, electrical, and industrial engineering. Each of the two pilots lasted
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approximately 45 minutes and followed a similar flow as the one laid out above in Section
4.3.2. Participants completed an early version of the survey instrument, and then grand tour
questions were used to gather participant’s perspectives on several issues surrounding
automation in manufacturing.
Many lessons were learned during these first two pilot studies. First, the time
needed to complete the various elements of the survey activity was assessed, which helped
define the flow of questions during the focus group discussion. Moderation skills gained
during the pilot studies were learning how to encourage the entire group to participate, and
when the group had reached “theoretical saturation”, meaning the point at which no new
information is learned from discussion. This pilot studies also informed methods for
keeping the group on-topic with regard to automation in manufacturing, rather than wander
in automation topics generally in other arenas of society. It was also found that starting the
conversation with a review of survey responses was an especially good way to initially
stimulate discussion among participants. Feedback from participants during the pilot
studies also helped clarify any confusing questions from the moderator, or any items on
the survey instrument that were difficult to answer. Lastly, the pilot studies also ensured
that certain structural pieces of conducting the group were reliable, such as audio recording
equipment that would capture the voices of all the participants in a conference room setting.
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Chapter 4 Takeaways:
• This study employed a mixed methods approach using both surveys and focus
groups to obtain a rich dataset from stakeholders in the implementation of
automation in manufacturing.
• Survey items were intended to triangulate on different aspects of automation
perspectives and were supplemented by carefully moderated focus groups.
• Additionally, reviewing survey items at the start of each focus group was
found to be an effective way to initially stimulate group discussion.
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CHAPTER FIVE
5

OPEN-ENDED SURVEY RESPONSES

The first portion of the survey asked participants three separate open-ended
questions: 1) the biggest advantage of humans conducting tasks in manufacturing, 2) the
biggest advantage of having automated tasks in manufacturing, and 3) their own definition
of automation. To convert the open-ended responses into a useable set of categories [59],
a content analysis protocol was applied in all three cases. In content analysis, open-ended
responses are coded based on their meaning or word-usage, to place qualitative data into
more manageable categories for analysis. This approach to understanding qualitative data
used inductive reasoning, meaning the codes were generated using the entire dataset
collected from participants, and focused on “what was said” by participants [60]. The
following section provides an overview of the general content analysis schema used for
coding responses to each of the three open-ended questions.
5.1

Content Analysis Schema
After collecting the open-ended responses, each response was vetted for coherence

(complete sentences, legible hand-writing, etc.), and to ensure respondents were answering
the correct question listed in the survey. In a first pass over the data, a matrix of “stopwords” was used to help identify the concepts being reported by each participant. An
example of the stop-word matrices will be shown in the following section, and the full
matrices for responses to each open-ended question can be found in Appendix B. The stopwords used to identify categories for coding in this preliminary phase typically represented
a group of ideas. For example, to identify whether or not a response mentioned humans,
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the stop-words might include “human”, “person”, “people”, “labor”, “operator”, or
“worker”, and was also designed to identify concepts using word-stems – not just full
words. Once the stop-words for each response were identified, preliminary sub-themes
were generated to code each response, by listing the stop-word categories from most
common to least common.
After multiple iterations of this process, similar sub-categories were combined into
larger themes until the set of codes was as “tangential” to one another as possible, and the
main coder had assigned a category to each of the 102 responses for each question. After
the categories were formally defined, a random sample of 20 responses was given to a
secondary coder (another graduate-level engineering student) to ensure interrater
reliability. The measurement of reliability used between coders was Cohen’s Kappa (k),
which represents the degree to which two raters agreed on assigning a code, versus the
likelihood that they simply agreed by choice. The levels of agreement corresponding to
each value of k, as defined by [61], is shown in Table 5.1 below.
Table 5.1. The levels of agreement represented by each range of Cohen’s Kappa.
Value of Kappa

0-0.20

0.21-0.39

0.40-0.59

0.60-0.79

0.80-0.90

> 0.90

Level of
Agreement

None

Minimal

Weak

Moderate

Strong

Almost
Perfect

5.5

5.2, 5.3

Range of Values
For Section

5.2

Advantage of Humans
The first pair of questions focused on the relative advantages between humans in

manufacturing, and automated systems in manufacturing. The first question instructed
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respondents to “describe the biggest advantage of having a human complete a task in
manufacturing” in one sentence. These advantages will be referred to in this discussion as
“human advantages”. Through a process of content analysis similar to the one described
above, six distinct codes were identified for the human advantages. Each of the six codes,
along with relevant definitions and examples, is shown below in Table 5.2.
Table 5.2. The codes identified in content analysis for differentiating between the biggest
advantage of humans performing tasks in manufacturing.
Main Category

Definition

Example

Adaptability/flexibility

Can perform a larger subset of
tasks without
programming/integration

In response to an alignment issue, an
operator nudges a part into the correct
position during their main task.

Enhanced monitoring

Can inspect and monitor a
product/process beyond a predefined set of variables

An inspector noticing that a particular
defect is not being captured by a
machine-vision system.

Higher-level thinking
(i.e. learning, process,
critical thinking)

Has the ability to understand the
inputs and outputs of a system,
and to cognitively assess
unexpected situations

An operator makes an adjustment
based on an upstream/downstream
process, or makes decisions critically,
based on many variables.

Interaction with other
humans

Social interactions, spreading
information by word of mouth,
etc.

Employees encouraging other
employees to abide by a certain
company policy.

Lower up-front cost

Less initial investment as
compared to specialized
machinery

A one-off set of products needs to be
produced and an investment in
automation cannot be justified.

Ethical concerns

There may be an ethical
dilemma brought about by
employing a limited number of
human workers

A local community has a high number of
people employed at a facility that has
been given generous tax incentives.

For the first pass over the data set of 102 responses, content analysis was used to code only
the first advantage of humans completing a task in manufacturing, as listed by the
respondents. Although the instructions asked participants to identify a single advantage, 14
of the 102 participants responded with multiple advantages. In these cases, subsequent
passes of coding over the data included up to three total advantages listed by participants.
By comparing the tabulated results from the first pass of coding to the tabulated results
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after multiple passes were made, it was shown that these additional codes only altered the
distribution of response in very few instances. These anomalies will be identified in a
discussion later in Section 5.4. To verify the usability of the six categories in coding the
human advantages, an interrater reliability analysis between the main coder and another
graduate-level engineering student found Cohen’s Kappa to be 0.833, indicating a strong
level of agreement between coders [61].
5.2.1

Overall Distribution
The distribution of human advantages given by the 102 participants is shown below

in Figure 5.1, and shows that a majority of responses (87%) fell within the first three
categories of the coding scheme. Out of the 102 responses, three answers were either
illegible, or did not appear to answer the question at hand – as such, these three responses
were excluded from this analysis.

3%

Describe the biggest advantage of
having a human complete
a task in manufacturing:

4%

6%

Adaptability/flexibility
35%

Enhanced monitoring
Higher-level thinking

25%

Interaction with other humans
Lower up-front cost
Ethical concerns

27%

Figure 5.1. The distribution of responses when participants were asked to identify the biggest
advantage of having humans complete tasks in manufacturing.
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The most popular response, adaptability or flexibility, represented the reality that humans
performing tasks in manufacturing can handle a larger amount of variation in a process
than most automated solutions. An example of this code being used was to classify the
response “a human can change or make changes to a manufacturing process while inprocess without stopping or delay.” The second most prevalent code specifically referred
to a human’s ability to monitor manufacturing tasks. An exemplar for using this code was
“a human can see or feel a defect that may be difficult to sense.” Almost reported in equal
frequency as monitoring was the human advantage of higher-level critical, or abstracted,
thinking. The remaining three codes were reported far less frequently than the first three
advantages and dealt mainly with the social aspects of humans working in manufacturing,
like communication, compensation, and the ethics of employing human workers.
5.2.2

Advantages by Group
To further understand the relationship between the human advantages provided by

respondents and their educational and occupational background, the four “work groups”
specified in Figure 3.2 were employed. These four groups were delineated using the
automation design chain and demographic information provided by participants. The
frequency of human advantages listed by work group is shown in Table 5.3.
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Table 5.3. The distribution of the first human advantage given by participants in each group.

Engineers (E/D)
Students (S)
Prod. Management (PM)
Prod. Support (PS)

Adaptability/ Enhanced
Flexibility monitoring
12
7
50%
29%
9
6
30%
20%
8
3
47%
18%
5
11
18%
39%

Critical
Human
Lower up
thinking
interaction front cost
3
0
1
13%
0%
4%
12
1
1
40%
3%
3%
4
1
1
24%
6%
6%
6
4
0
21%
14%
0%

Ethics
1
4%
1
3%
0
0%
2
7%

Percentages shown are the portion of responses within each group that were coded for each category

As shown in the table, human advantages were distributed in a relatively similar fashion
for each of the four groups, although certain responses within groups were more popular
than others. For example, individuals in the E/D group and PM group identified human
adaptability and flexibility at higher rates than individuals in the S and PS groups.
Alternatively, members of the PS group identified the human advantages of enhanced
monitoring and human social interaction at higher rates that any of other three groups. This
provides an interesting window into the views held by production support staff on their
major contributions to manufacturing system. While this question may not have carried
many personal connotations for those working in systems design (E/D), or those currently
not working in manufacturing (S), it was certainly personal to those in the PS group; these
stakeholders may very well have interpreted the question as “what is the biggest advantage
that you personally bring to your manufacturing firm?” Comments from focus group
discussions that provide more insights on this dynamic will be discussed in Section 0.
5.3

Advantage of Automation
The second question about the advantages of automation asked respondents to

“describe the biggest advantage of having automated tasks in manufacturing” in one
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sentence. These advantages will be referred to in this discussion as “automation
advantages”. In accordance with the codes identified for the human advantages, six distinct
codes were developed during content analysis for the automation advantages, which are
shown below in Table 5.4.
Table 5.4. The codes identified in content analysis for differentiating between the biggest
advantage of having automated tasks in manufacturing.
Main Category

Definition

Example

Improved
quality/reliability

Producing high quality goods the elimination of defects

Eliminating defects per batch through
more precise machining.

Improved throughput

Producing more total goods than
you did before; speed

Making more products, more quickly.

Increased efficiency

Producing the right products at
the right time

Producing many products quickly due
to a swing in demand.

Improved working
environment

Eliminating tasks or work
environments that are unsafe

A robot performing a heaving lifting
task, eliminating an ergonomic risk.

Producing with less
employees

Getting similar throughput with
less people

Creating more lean manufacturing
facilities by employing a smaller
number of people.

Lower fixed costs

Lower fixed costs

Reducing costs related to human
capital such as salary and paid leave.

The codes are similar to those advantages identified by researchers in a survey of
engineering managers in [62] and a sample of medium to large-sized manufacturers in
Europe in [63]. Both of the previous works asked manufacturing employees the question,
“What is the main benefit of automation?” Following the same protocol used to code the
human advantages, a first pass over the data was used to code only the first advantage of
automation in each response. For this question, 29 of the 102 respondents listed multiple
advantages of automation, instead of listed only the single-biggest advantage in their
opinion. Similar to the human advantages, only the first automation advantage listed was
used in tabulating the distribution of responses. Another graduate-level engineering student
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coded a sample of twenty automation advantages, and Cohen’s Kappa was found to be
0.837, indicating a strong level of agreement between coders [61].
5.3.1

Overall Distribution

The distribution of human advantages given by the 102 participants is shown below in
Figure 5.2, and shows that over three fourths of the sample (76%) was captured by the first
three categories of the coding scheme. These three categories, which focused mainly on
speed and efficiency, reflect the main “purposes” of automation, as specified in [64]. Out
of the 102 automation advantages provided, two of the answers suggested that the
participant misinterpreted the question and were excluded from this analysis. The most
common response in identifying the greatest advantage of automation in manufacturing
was improvements to part quality and system reliability. A response described by this code
during analysis was that “automated tasks are repeatable and reliable.” The second most
common response was the increases in speed of production that result from automated
processes. One example of this code being assigned was “the ability to complete tasks
faster than humans.” One interesting code that was used to describe the first automation
advantage listed by 9% of participants was how automation improves the working
environment for humans. This code was used for responses like “automated tasks can make
a human’s job easier” or “automation means less fatigue on the operator.”
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Describe the biggest advantage of
having automated tasks
in manufacturing:

7%
8%

Improved quality/reliabilty

9%

Improved throughput

42%

Increased efficiency
Improved working environment
15%

Producing with less employees
Lower fixed costs
19%

Figure 5.2. The distribution of responses when participants were asked to identify the biggest
advantage of having automated tasks in manufacturing.

5.3.2

Advantages by Group
As shown below in Table 5.5, the distribution of automation advantages was similar

for the first three groups but diverged among the PS group. In particular, participants in the
PS group mentioned “speed of production” as their first automation advantage at higher
rates than any other group. They also mentioned “improved working environment” as their
first advantage at twice the rate of the second highest group for that code. Surprisingly, the
group most likely to mention “lower fixed costs” as their first (or any) automation
advantage was S group.
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Table 5.5. The distribution of the first automation advantage given by participants in each
group.
Consistency Speed of
/Reliability production
Engineers (E/D)

13

3
54%

Students (S)

15

Prod. Management (PM)

3

9

7
10%

3
50%

Prod. Support (PS)

4
13%

48%

5

2
17%

10
19%

Improved Producing
working
with less Lower fixed
costs
environment
people
1
2
1
17%
4%
8%
4%
0
2
4
23%
0%
6%
13%
2
2
0
11%
11%
11%
0%
6
2
2
7%
22%
7%
7%

Efficiency

2
37%

Percentages shown are the portion of responses within each group that were coded for each category

As mentioned above, there were only a few instances where analyzing the automation
advantages beyond the first code altered the overall distribution of responses. One instance
of this shift was found while coding “improved working environment”. While six
participants in the PS group mentioned this as their first code, only one additional member
of this group mentioned “improved working environment” as a second or third code.
However, when the distribution is viewed as the codes being mentioned in any order, the
number of mentions of “improved working environment” triples among the E/D and PM
groups; viewed this way the proportion of mentions of this code increase to 17% and 26%
for each group, respectively.
5.4

Discussion of Advantages
When the distributions of human advantages and automation advantages are

compared, one interesting difference in the likelihood that participants mentioned multiple
advantages. When asked to provide the single greatest advantage of humans working in
manufacturing, 13.7% of the sample provided multiple advantages. However, that figure
doubles to 28.4% of responses mentioning multiple advantages for automation. This would
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suggest that stakeholders in this sample were more likely to arrive at one strongly held
belief about human abilities, while many different positive effects came to mind when they
answered the same question for automation.
In general, both the human and automation advantages were concentrated heavily
among three main categories. For both cases, these three main categories dealt with factors
that support production efficiency, like humans having the ability to recognize defects, and
automated technologies being able to maintain higher levels of reliability. However, the
distribution of the slightly less-popular categories was typically concentrated within one or
two work groups and gives insight into the perceptions of each group.
5.4.1

Production Support Trends
The results from applying the content analysis schema to the human and automation

advantages demonstrate the varied motivations behind assigning a task to a human operator
or designing an automated system to complete that task. Additionally, they help to
demonstrate how some stakeholders view automation as just another tool that their firms’
use to gain a competitive advantage, versus those who view automation in a somewhat
more personal way. This idea was shown in the human advantages by the concentration of
“human interaction” and “enhanced monitoring” among the PS group, and the relative
scarcity of these codes among PM and E/D groups. This same idea was demonstrated in
the automation advantages by the prevalence of codes like “consistency/reliability” among
management stakeholders in the PM and E/D groups, and the relatively more frequent
mention of “improved working environment” in the PS groups. As mentioned previously,
however, this did not mean that those in management were ignorant of automation’s ability
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to improve the working environment for human operators. Instead, the fact that most
mentions of this code by the PM and E/D groups came as a second or third addition to
another advantage, shows how managers may view this improved environment as an
ancillary, or less personal, advantage of automation.
5.4.2

Student Trends
Another interesting finding from the analysis of advantages were the anomalies

observed among the S group, made up of undergraduate and graduate mechanical
engineering students. In the human advantages, the S group was twice as likely to mention
critical or “higher-level” thinking than any other group. One possible reason for this may
be that the students associate higher levels of automation with increased cognitive
performance. For example, it is possible that the students (who will have little to no work
experience) view automation in a more “physical” sense, consisting mainly of mechanized,
moving parts. As a result, they may increase their view of the human contribution to an
automated system as being information and process control, instead of the electronic
systems typically used for these purposes. This would make sense given the relative lack
of coding/programming training in most mechanical engineering curricula [65], which are
tasks that are required for implementing more “cognitive” forms automation. Accordingly,
this may inflate their view of the relative advantages of human cognitive abilities over more
complex systems that require extensive programming. This idea will come up again in the
video activity included in the survey, which is discussed in detail in Chapter 6.
A second anomaly observed among students was the comparatively high frequency
of mentioning the “lower fixed costs” of automation. While findings from focus group
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discussions among industry professionals often included reducing labor costs as a
motivation for automating a process, it was rarely mentioned by the E/D or PM groups as
an automation advantage in the survey. However, participants the S group mentioned this
lower cost of automation “in the long run” five times as a first or second code. This may
be due, in part, to the fact that the students do not know precisely what the “fixed costs” of
automation actually are. Again, this result may be attributed to the student’s relative lack
of work experience when compared to the other 3 groups, but this should not be a reason
to discount the S group’s perspective. Although the students may not have had much work
experience when the survey instrument was completed, many of them have already entered
the workforce at the time this thesis was written. Helping firms and institutions recognize
these potential biases in the next generation of their engineering workforces can help in
designing effective training and onboarding courses.
5.4.3

Focus Group Caveats
All of the focus group discussions in this study began with a short review of

responses given to the survey instrument. In these discussions, several stipulations about
the advantages were given by participants. One common caveat to the automation
advantages were that the responses were only “advantages” when the automation is
“working the way it’s supposed to.” This was a frequent comment among technical
maintenance staff in the PS group, who knew firsthand the upkeep involved in systems
with high levels of automation. As a sort of corollary to this caveat, some participants
mentioned that the human advantages they listed were only “advantages” when their firm
could “find a person who wants to do that job.” Similar forms of this comment were
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mentioned during focus groups in each of the four working groups, indicating how widespread this attitude was. Both of these comments also demonstrate that, while some
stakeholders see automation as a clear path to process improvement, others see automation
in terms of its upstream and downstream consequences in the larger manufacturing
ecosystem.
A second caveat often given in the focus groups related to product quality and the
relative value of the products being produced. This comment was more frequently heard in
the E/D and PM groups, and typically mentioned that “automation can give you the quality
that you need to charge premium prices”. Again, this caveat represented that some
individuals viewed automation at a much higher level than others – not only did some
responses mentioning cost state that “automation makes production cheaper”, but this
caveat also showed that some individuals considered the benefits of automation much
further downstream than the shop-floor.
5.5

Definitions of Automation
As a next step in understanding the variety of perceptions of automation that may

exist among automation stakeholders, how individuals define automation was examined.
Due to the now ubiquitous applications of automation throughout society, the term
“automation” can take on many different meanings depending on the context of the
application. Consequently, before this question was included in the survey instrument, a
literature search of automation definitions was conducted across disciplines.
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5.5.1

Definitions in Literature
To understand the existing approaches to defining automation, a literature review

gathered 25 different definitions of automation from the human factors, technology
management, and economics literature. Definitions were also found in manufacturing trade
magazines, dictionaries, and, perhaps most interestingly, transcriptions of a Congressional
report on the state of industrial automation in the 1950s. Next, a content analysis schema
similar to the one described above in Section 5.1 was applied to the 25 definitions, which
are shown with their reference and relevant domain in Table 5.6.
Table 5.6. A selection of automation definitions from across several relevant fields is shown.
Ref.

Author

[28]

Bainbridge
(1983)

[66]

Billings (1997)

[1]

Parasuraman
et al. (2000)

[67]

Lee & See
(2004)

[68]

Wickens et al.
(2004)

[69]

G.L. Huyett
(2004)

[70]

Haldane
(2015)

[71]

Bessen (2016)

[72]

Oesterreich &
Teuteberg
(2016)

Definition of Automation
“…to replace human manual control, planning and problem
solving by automatic devices and computers.”
“…systems or methods in which many of the processes of
production are automatically performed or controlled by
autonomous machines or electronic devices.”
“…a device or a system that accomplishes (partially or fully)
a function that was previously, or conceivably could be,
carried out (partially or fully) by a human operator.” OR “The
machine execution of functions.”
“Technology that actively selects data, transforms
information, makes decisions, or controls processes.”
“…a machine (nowadays often a computer) assumes a task
that is otherwise performed by the human operator.”
“Approach under which all or part of a machining or
manufacturing process is accomplished…without further
human intervention.”
“Labor-saving technologies…capital substitutes for labor,
machine for man.”
“Automation of an occupation happens when machines take
over one or more tasks, either completely performing those
tasks or reducing the human labor time needed to perform
them.”
“Substitution of labor-intensive processes through the use of
robotics or automated workflows; the automated tracking of
equipment and materials.”
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Domain
Psychology
Human
Factors
Human
Factors
Human
Factors
Human
Factors
Manufacturing
Economics
Economics

Manufacturing

[73]

Lawrence,
Roberts, &
King (2017)

“…the substitution of labor by capital, reducing or eliminating
the need for people to perform specific tasks in the
production process. As well as replacing the need for human
labor, it can augment the capabilities of, and demand for,
human effort and ingenuity.”

Public Policy

[74]

McKinsey &
Company
(2017)

“…[technologies including] robotics (machines that perform
physical activities) and artificial intelligence (software
algorithms that perform calculations and cognitive activities).”

Management

[75]

Acemoglu &
Restrepo
(2018)

“The introduction of new machinery to perform tasks that
were previously the domain of human labor.” OR “An
expansion in the set of tasks that can be produced with
capital.”

Economics

“The creation and application of technology to monitor and
control the production and delivery of products and
services.”

Standards

[76]

[77]

[78]

International
Society of
Automation
(2018)
Manufacturing
Automation
Magazine
(2018)
MerriamWebster
(2018)

“The conversion to and implementation of procedures,
processes or equipment by automated means.” OR
“Industrial open or closed-loop control system in which
manual operation of control is replaced by servo operation.”
“Automatically controlled operation of an apparatus,
process, or system by mechanical or electronic devices that
take the place of human labor.”
“A system that includes controllers executing machine
control, an extensive line-up of I/O devices and software
products to support many applications.”
“The use or introduction of automatic equipment in a
manufacturing or other process or facility.”
"A means of organizing or controlling production processes
to achieve optimum use of all production resources –
mechanical, material, and human. Automation means
optimization of our business and industrial activities."
"Automation is a new word, and to many people it has
become a scare word. Yet it is not essentially different from
the process of improving methods of production which has
been going on throughout human history."
"When I speak of automation, I am referring to the use of
mechanical and electronic devices, rather than human
workers, to regulate and control the operation of machines.
In that sense, automation represents something radically
different from the mere extension of mechanization.
Automation is a new technology. Arising from electronics
and electrical engineering."

[79]

OMRON
(2018)

[80]

Oxford (2018)

[48]

President,
John Diebold
& Associates,
Inc.

[48]

VP, York
Corp.

[48]

President,
International
Union of
Electrical
Workers

[48]

President,
Comm.
Workers of
America

"We in the telephone industry have lived with mechanization
and its successor automation for many years."

[48]

VP, General
Dynamics
Corp.

"Automation is simply a phrase coined…describing their
recent super-mechanization which represents an extension
of technological progress beyond what has formerly been
known as mechanization."
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Manufacturing

Dictionary
Manufacturing
Dictionary
Automation
and
Technological
Change, 1955
Automation
and
Technological
Change, 1955
Automation
and
Technological
Change, 1955
Automation
and
Technological
Change, 1955
Automation
and
Technological
Change, 1955

[48]

Director,
Department of
Commerce

"Automation is a new word for a now familiar process of
expanding the types of work in which machinery is used to
do tasks faster, or better, or in greater quantity."

[48]

VP of
Manufacturing,
Ford Motor
Co.

[48]

President,
Sylvania
Electric
Products, Inc.

"The automatic handling of parts between progressive
production processes. It is the result of better planning,
improved tooling, and the application of more efficient
manufacturing methods."
"Automation is a more recent term for mechanization, which
has been going on since the industrial revolution began.
Automation comes in bits and pieces. First the automation of
a simple process, and then gradually a tying together of
several processes to get groups of subassemblies
complete."

Automation
and
Technological
Change, 1955
Automation
and
Technological
Change, 1955
Automation
and
Technological
Change, 1955

The full corpus of “stop-words” used in this analysis to categorize each response, along
with the definitions from the literature review, can be found in Appendix B. Once content
analysis was complete, several emerging trends were identified. As shown in Figure 5.4
below, the definitions most often mentioned three non-mutually exclusive ideas:
1) how automation works from a technical perspective, or automation
as a set of technologies
2) the effects of automation on people; either substituting, partially
replacing, or helping them complete tasks
3) automation as a process, or an avenue for process improvement
In this initial literature review, automation was described using a variety of terms, but the
first three sets of stop-words, plus the phrases “manufacturing” or “production” accounted
for 49.5% of all stop-words identified in the analysis. Therefore, each definition could
reasonably be reduced to three variables, representing whether or not a definition
mentioned these three components.
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Figure 5.3. The frequency of differentTerm
words/ideas
Used in occurring
Definitionin the literature definitions of
automation, listed from most frequent to least frequent.

These three major components identified during content analysis mirror the set of 12 codes
identified in a similar survey found in [48]. In that analysis, an international sample of
undergraduate and graduate students from the engineering, science, management, and
medical science disciplines was asked to define automation (not necessarily within the
scope of manufacturing). The distribution of responses varied over the 12 different
categories, and also varied somewhat significantly by which region of the world the
respondents were originally from. It’s also worth mentioning that the most frequent
response in this survey, “Partially or fully replace human work”, is somewhat inaccurate –
automation does not just do tasks that people were already doing, but often performs tasks
that are impossible or too dangerous for humans to do in the first place, as the author points
out.
The survey in [48] further asked respondents to identify their first encounter with
automation in their daily lives. Because automation takes so many forms, simply asking
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individuals for examples of it in their everyday-lives can yield a wide variety of responses.
Although autopilot in airplanes, cruise-control in automobiles, systems controls in process
industries, and industrial robots are all considered a form of “automation”, they all
represent vastly different types of technology. In the analysis found in [48] automated
machinery was the leading response, followed by vending machines, cars, and automatic
doors. With this broad range of automation applications, this survey question was
developed to not only gather a quantitative means for measuring perceptions of automation,
but to also help focus the discussion towards industrial automation. In other words, one
stated intent of the survey tool was to scope the discussion of automation in manufacturing,
without the moderator injecting any personal biases into the focus group. This type of
unbiased discussion also provided a “language” of industrial automation that would be
helpful in the industrial case studies in Phase II, when participants – ranging from assembly
operators to plant managers – held very different vocabularies regarding manufacturing.
5.5.2

Overall Distribution of Definitions
To collect automation definitions in this sample, respondents were asked to define

the word “automation” in one to two sentences. Using the stop-word matrices from the
literature review, definitions given by respondents were coded using the framework shown
in Figure 5.4. Like the literature review, the three codes were not mutually exclusive,
meaning that one definition could contain multiple codes. Out of the 102 definitions,
exactly half of the respondents only mentioned one code.
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How automation works

How automation affects
people

How automation improves

Mention specific technologies

Total substitution

Mention specific improvements

Partial replacement
e.g. robotics, PLCs, machine vision

Augmentation of humans

e.g. reliability, throughput, cost

Figure 5.4. The three main themes (and subcategories) for the definitions of automation given by
participants.

Definitions were coded first by whether or not they mentioned “How automation
affects people”; examples of this code included “automation is replacing human workers
in manufacturing” and “technology that helps us do our job better.” Within this code,
potential subcategories included whether respondents suggested a total substitution of
humans by automation, a partial replacement of certain tasks currently performed by
humans, or automation assisting human operators. The second code was whether or not a
definition mentioned “How automation works.” Examples of this component included
“automation is technology doing things” or “when artificial intelligence is used to make
products.” This component of automation definitions had one subcategory, which was
whether or not the definition mentioned a specific technology (e.g. robotics, machine
vision, mechanical actuation) as opposed to referring to general “technology” or
“computers”. The third code describes when a definition mentioned “How automation
improves” and included definitions like “to make a process faster and more efficient” or
“streamlining manufacturing.” The subcategory used to further describe this code was
whether or not the definition mentioned a specific improvement, like plant efficiency or
costs, rather than just simply stating that automation made things “better” or “improved.”
The distribution of these codes among the 102 definitions is shown below in Table 5.7. A
sample of 20 definitions was coded by another engineering graduate student for the three
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major themes above, and Cohen’s Kappa between raters was found to be 0.778, 0.778, and
0.835, for each category respectively.
Table 5.7. The distribution of automation definitions that mention each code and their respective
subcategories.
How automation works

How automation affects people

How automation improves

69% of total (N=70)

66% of total (N=67)

24% of total (N=24)

Mention specific
technologies

Total
substitution

Partial
replacement

Augmentation

Mention specific
improvements

71% (N=50)

48% (N=32)

46% (N=31)

6% (N=4)

92% (N=22)

Percentages on the bottom row are proportion of responses within each code

As shown above, the most popular code (by a small percentage) was mentioning
how automation works technically. Within this group of 70 participants, a majority of
participants mentioning this code (71%) specified a certain technology in their definition.
Definitions that mentioned how automation improves occurred the least frequently, but out
of those 24 participants, 92% mentioned a specific improvement like throughput, quality,
or cost. Both of these findings demonstrate how individuals associate automation, down to
the very definition of the term, with some specific technology or benefit, probably based
on their past work experience. For the second-most popular code (how automation affects
people) participants described automation as a complete substitute for people versus
automation partially replacing tasks people once did, in roughly equal proportions.
However, out of the 67 definitions mentioning automation’s effect on humans, only four
(6%) describe automation as something that assists humans or helps them do their job
better. Of these four definitions mentioning how automation aids people, all four were
either in the PM or PS group, and none of these definitions were given by the E or S group.
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For the E group, this is an interesting result because this group includes automation
engineers and other individuals in technology management positions. If anyone in the
sample were aware of collaborative technologies (e.g. collaborative robotics, augmented
reality, etc.), or the human role in Industry 4.0, it would more than likely be members of
the E group. Similarly, one may assume that participants in the S group would have at least
some exposure to collaborative automation technologies, but they also did not mention
augmenting human ability when defining automation.
5.5.3

Definitions by Group
To understand the definitions of automation in relation to the participants’

educational and occupational background, responses were next tabulated by the four work
groups, as shown in Table 5.8. The percentages shown below each frequency count are the
proportion of individuals within each group who mentioned the corresponding code. While
the definitions that mentioned how automation works technically were distributed equally
throughout the four groups, the two remaining codes were not.
Table 5.8. The distribution of automation definitions is tabulated by whether or not individuals identified
any of the three main components discussed.
How automation works

How automation affects
people
Frequency % of Group

Frequency

% of Group

Engineers (N = 24)

16

67%

13

Students (N = 31)

22

71%

How automation improves
Frequency

% of Group

54%

6

25%

25

81%

2

6%

Production Mgmt. (N = 19)

14

74%

12

63%

8

42%

Production Support (N = 28)

18

64%

17

61%

7

25%

Total (N = 102)

70

69%

67

66%

23

23%

First, it can be seen in the frequency of definitions mentioning how automation
affects people that participants in the S group were much more likely than the other three
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groups to mention this code. Of the 25 students who mentioned how automation affects
people, 48% of the responses implied automation as a system that operated totally without
people, versus the remaining 52% who implied automation only partially reduced the
number of tasks humans perform. Even after spending a semester learning about the
technologies that support mechatronics design, the S group still predominantly specified
automation as “replacing people”, rather than define as a set of technologies (when
compared to the other three work groups). A similar phenomenon was observed in the 24
definitions that mentioned how automation improved manufacturing systems. This
comparatively rare code was most likely to be mentioned by individuals in the PM group.
Chi-squared tests on the relationship between the three definition codes and the four
work groups showed participants in PM identifying improvement in their definitions at
twice the expected rate (𝜒2 = 8.94, df = 3, p = 0.031). This type of definition, which in
many cases equated automation with process improvement, was the precursor to the
“automation as improvement” bias. Observations from the focus group discussion
supporting the existence of this bias and others will be discussed in Section 7.6.
5.5.4

Additional Variables
As an exploratory exercise, other factors like age, years of work experience, and

highest level of education were considered to understand if there were any other underlying
variables affecting the distribution of automation definitions. Of these three factors, years
of work experience had by each participant proved to further exaggerate the differences
between groups. An example of the effects of this underlying variable can be observed with
regards to the “how automation improves” code.
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The sample of 102 participants was split into three roughly equal groups: less than
one of year work experience (<1 years), one to ten years of work experience (1-10 years),
and more than ten years of work experience (10+ years). This arrangement essentially
maintained the composition of the S group, since most of the participants in this group had
<1 years of work experience. However, the E, PM, and PS groups were now spread
throughout the 1-10 years group and the 10+ years group. Chi-squared tests on the tabulated
results of work experience group and definitions that mentioned “how automation
improves” showed that participants in the 10+ years group included automation as
improvement in their definitions at twice the expected rate. This tabulation also showed
that participants in the <1 years of work experience group included this code in their
definition at four times less than the expected rate (𝜒2 = 9.66, df = 2, p = 0.008). Based on
these observations related to years of work experience as an underlying variable, how
perceptions of automation may be entrenched by years of work in a single industry was
considered. This would be a particularly interesting point of focus in Phase II of the study,
where the relationship between automation and different types of manufacturing industries
were discussed.
Chapter 5 Takeaways:
•

Responses to open-ended survey questions demonstrated that perceptions of
automation differ among manufacturing stakeholders, even at a high-level.

•

Participants often added stipulations to open-ended responses during focus
group discussions about the survey that further explained their answers.

•

Specific differences among work groups demonstrate how education, job
content, and levels of work experience may affect how stakeholders describe
automation and its advantages.
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CHAPTER SIX
6

LOA VIDEO ACTIVITY

The video activity portion of the survey instrument represented a novel approach to
study the visual cues used in identifying levels of automation. The following chapter details
the design of the video activity, and the first pilot of the activity, conducted with
approximately 150 undergraduate students. This is followed by the implementation of the
activity in Phase I of the study, and the data analysis and results.
6.1

Activity Motivation
Automation in manufacturing can include robotics, simple mechanization, and

information control. This variety of applications can result in many different perceptions
of automation. How users understand automation’s capabilities and benefits has a marked
effect on overall system performance. Although automation in manufacturing has many
perceived benefits, not all of these benefits are easily or directly measured. In fact,
investing in any advanced technology in manufacturing may have benefits that are not
necessarily quantifiable through traditional methods like net present value or return on
investment [81].

Further complicating this issue is that technology investment in

manufacturing typically has many stakeholders, each with different areas of influence and
decision-making power [82]. The decision to automate a particular activity or task can be
an intricate and even political process because of competing interests and perceptions of
the stakeholders [38].
To address this ambiguity, many decision aids for evaluating manufacturing systems
have been developed [21], as discussed in Chapter Two. Focusing on identifying optimal
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configurations of automation, the level of automation (LoA) framework was introduced to
aid in systems design and assembly planning [83]. In the manufacturing setting, designing
systems with an optimal LoA allows for the ideal distribution of tasks between humans
performing manual tasks and machines performing automated functions. Based on their
own domain of study, engineers, ergonomists, and other human factors specialists have
developed several different schemas for defining the LoA of a system or task. A selection
of the definitions for LoA given by the automation literature was gathered in [84] and was
updated for this analysis in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1. Literature survey of definitions for level of automation (LoA) schemas, adapted from [6].
Ref.
[85]
[86]
[66]
[22]
[87]
[84]
[88]

[89]

Levels of Automation (LoA) Definition
The extent to which human energy and control over the production process
are replaced by machines.
The level of automation incorporates the issue of feedback, as well as
relative sharing of functions in ten stages.
The level of automation goes from direct manual control to largely
autonomous operation where the human role is minimal.
The level of automation can be defined as an amount of the manning level
with focus around the machines, which can be either manually operated,
semi-automated, or fully automated.
The complimentary degrees to which machines and people make
contributions to system processing and output.
The allocation of physical and cognitive tasks between humans and
technology, described as a continuum, ranging from totally manual to totally
automatic.
The amount of automation autonomy and responsibility (highest at the
highest level) and the amount of human physical and cognitive activity
(highest at the lowest level).
The degree of automation, the process technology, or to what extent
automating using a scale from completely manual (low LoA) to high
automated or robotized systems (high LoA).
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6.1.1

LoA Concept in Manufacturing
As shown in the table below, cross-disciplinary definitions of the level of

automation share some characteristics (namely, a spectrum describing tasks that range from
manual to automatic) but do vary slightly based on their domain and end-use. LoA
taxonomies may differ in their terminology or granularity, which may make them useful in
one setting, but difficult to apply to a broader set of tasks [90,91]. Several different uses of
such a framework have been demonstrated in the manufacturing setting. Applications of
the framework range from defining a firm’s manufacturing strategy [33,92], optimizing the
level of automation in assembly [17,21,83], and enhancing other organizational tools to
handle increasing levels of automation [89,93].
One widely applied LoA taxonomy for manufacturing is found in [84], and
describes seven levels of automation in two domains: “physical” (mechanical and
equipment) and “cognitive” (information and control). Because identifying cognitive
LoA necessarily requires significant context about a workstation and its tasks, this analysis
will only apply the physical LoA framework in the activity discussed below. The physical
levels of automation, as defined by [84], are shown below in Table 6.2. Traditionally,
assigning the physical LoA of a task, or set of tasks, is done through hierarchical task
analysis, as demonstrated in [19]. However, providing a numerical value for LoA to an
operator or other individual unfamiliar with this taxonomy may not provide much clarity
on their role in a human-machine system.
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Table 6.2. The seven levels of physical automation in manufacturing, as defined in [84].
LoA
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Physical Description
Totally manual - Totally manual work, no tools are used, only the users
own muscle power. E.g. The users own muscle power
Static hand tool - Manual work with support of static tool. E.g.
Screwdriver
Flexible hand tool - Manual work with support of flexible tool. E.g.
Adjustable spanner
Automated hand tool - Manual work with support of automated tool.
E.g. Hydraulic bolt driver
Static machine/workstation - Automatic work by machine that is
designed for a specific task. E.g. Lathe
Flexible machine/workstation - Automatic work by machine that can
be reconfigured for different tasks. E.g. CNC-machine
Totally automatic - Totally automatic work, the machine solves all
deviations or problems that occur by itself. E.g. Autonomous systems

Therefore, the objective of this analysis is to understand how individuals perceive
the level of automation of a task by viewing the task being completed. Further, this study
is used to identify what visual cues may contribute to an individual’s mental model of an
automated system. These mental models are key to understanding how individuals interact
with complex human-machine systems and how individuals interpret current LoA
frameworks for manufacturing.
The potential consequences of misspecified mental models is of interest [94]. The
LoA framework provides the opportunity to assess when stakeholders, when creating
mental models of manufacturing systems, may over-specify (see tasks as more automated
than they are) or under-specify (see tasks as more manual than they are) their mental
models. One application of understanding these perceptions is in identifying opportunities
to adjust LoA as a form of process improvement. This opportunity identification can
happen through a variety of methods but is heavily dependent on the mental models around
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automation managers use to make decisions [95,96] and how one perceives a system’s
LoA. Based on these perceptions, considerations can be made as to how stakeholders in
manufacturing identify certain automation opportunities on the shop-floor, and how to best
align those decisions across an organizational structure. Even after an opportunity is
identified, those responsible for system maintenance and use are rarely involved in system
design. With this in mind, what if the system designer’s intended LoA differs from the
LoA the user perceives? For this reason, the aim of this study was not to evaluate a
participant’s ability to conduct task analysis. Rather, this work focuses on understanding
how respondents perceive automation in each video when shown tasks with varying levels
of automation.
6.1.2

Video Selection
To assess manufacturing stakeholders’ tendencies while identifying different forms

of automation, a series of videos were gathered that would allow individuals to “rate” the
level of automation in a given system. As LoA is best be described as a “continuum” [84],
this analysis was designed to allow individuals to respond on a continuous scale rather than
reference a predefined table of discretized automation levels. Accordingly, participants in
this experiment were not asked to assign a discrete level to each video. Instead, they were
asked to score the degree of automation in each video using a visual analogue scale (VAS)
ranging from “Totally Manual” to “Totally Automated”. This response would then be
compared to the LoA of each task defined below. Unlike typical Likert-scale formats, the
use of a VAS and sliding scale allows participants to describe the tasks in a way that avoids
predefining discrete levels [97,98], as discussed in Section 6.2.2. As such, responses in
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this activity can serve as a comparison for how “intuitive” stakeholders find the LoA
framework shown above.
The five videos were selected from a montage of assembly tasks posted on the
YouTube channel of a large automotive OEM1 and screenshots of each are shown below.
All the videos used in the activity are approximately the same length at 30 seconds each
and feature one predominant task or the same task repeated multiple times. The tasks occur
within the same manufacturing facility and feature assembly tasks relevant to the
automotive industry. The following paragraphs include synopses of each video, describes
the role of the different agents in each video, and includes the authors’ assessed physical
LoA as defined by [84]. The first task shown in Video A (Figure 6.1) was the application
of adhesive to the vehicle chassis in preparation for marriage with the body and lasted 30
seconds. Automated guided vehicles (AGVs) carry the vehicle components in the early
phase of assembly into a caged area where two industrial robots apply an adhesive on either
side of the body. The video features no human operators involved in the task, with only a
few operators present in the background. The task was assessed at LoA = 6 (Flexible
machine/workstation) for its use of robotics that could be reconfigured for different tasks.

1

Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=adB8xIUTLDI; accessed October 10, 2018
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Figure 6.1. A screenshot of the task shown in Video A.

Video B (Figure 6.2) is comprised of operators using impact drills to attach fasteners to a
vehicle body in later stages of vehicle assembly and lasted 28 seconds. Operators attach
fasteners on multiple parts of the vehicle body but perform an identical task for every
fastener. The task contains the highest number of humans present in the video, and
prominently features those humans as the main agents of the task. It was assigned LoA =
4 (Automated hand tool) for its use of the hydraulic impact drills present in the video.

Figure 6.2. A screenshot of the task shown in Video B.

Video C (Figure 6.3) features adhesive application on the vehicle roof before it is attached
to the vehicle body and lasts 31 seconds. An industrial robot holds a vehicle roof and moves
it as adhesive is applied along the edge of the roof. Humans are present in the video but are
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not agents completing any particular task; they are featured close-by to what appears to be
the electrical systems governing the robotics. The physical LoA was assessed at LoA = 6,
similarly to the first video.

Figure 6.3. A screenshot of the task shown in Video C.

Video D (Figure 6.4) shows an operator guiding a vehicle body down to a chassis using a
lift assist, where the two parts are joined together and is shown for 30 seconds. The humans
in the video are the main agent for completing the task but are clearly assisted by the
machinery. This task was assessed at LoA = 5 (Static machine/workstation) because the
equipment used is not reconfigurable for multiple tasks.

Figure 6.4. A screenshot of the task shown in Video D.
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The last task shown in Video E (Figure 6.5) is two different operators loading a vehicle
roof into a fixture and lasts 32 seconds. After the operators lay the roof in the fixture, one
of them presses a button which causes several pneumatic clamps to close down on the roof.
Similar to the previous video, the humans have a role in the completion of the task but
appear to be assisted by the equipment. It was assessed at LoA = 4 (Level 4: Automated
hand tool), because the fixture being used holds the roof in place using pneumatics.

Figure 6.5. A screenshot of the task shown in Video E.

6.2

Sample & Data Collection
The video described above was given to participants in a survey format alongside

five scales, so that a single participant would provide five responses – one for each of the
five videos. Each participant received the videos in the same order, but the videos were not
placed in a way to imply some sequence of tasks. Because of the potential for participants
to imply interdependencies between the videos, the order of the five tasks was randomized
during the design phase of the video activity. The following section describes the sample
of participants given the activity, the variants of the survey, and the protocol used for
processing the data before statistical analysis.
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The original sample of participants was made up of 186 individuals, with two
groups receiving two slightly different variants of the same video activity. The first group
completed the video activity using an online survey tool and will be identified in this
analysis as the “Computer” group. This group contained 126 participants from a seniorlevel undergraduate mechanical engineering course taken in Fall 2018. The course focused
on design concepts, ideation tools, and systems design. Students were given the link to the
activity via email and were directed to a website featuring the same video activity given to
participants in the second group. The second group in the sample came from Phase I of the
broader automation study, starting in Spring 2019. The will be referred to in this analysis
as the “Traditional” group. It was compromised of 60 individuals, half of which were also
undergraduate mechanical engineering students. The remaining half of this group was
made up of 30 individuals employed in the manufacturing sector; they include assembly
operators, automation engineers at a large automotive components manufacturer, and
designers in two separate automation firms. Unlike the participants in the first group, this
portion of the sample completed the activity in a “pen-and-paper” format as part of a larger
focus group study.
The first group of undergraduate students (the Computer group) completed the
video activity using an online survey tool. Once the webpage was opened, the students
were given the instructions: “First, watch all five tasks shown in the video. Next, watching
the video again, rate each task using the scale below each question.” Using these
instructions, each student could first view all five tasks, then rank each task relative to one
another. As shown in Figure 6.6, the instructions given to rate each task were accompanied
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by a reminder that participants could refer back to the video at any time. The scale provided
in this variant was in the form of a sliding scale accompanying each question, and would
return an integer value between 0 (on the far-left) and 100 (on the far-right) based on where
the slider was moved to; it is important to note that this numerical value was not apparent
to the participants, and was only returned to researchers on the “back-end” of the survey
tool during post hoc data analysis.
The Traditional group in this analysis completed the video activity as part of a
larger focus group study. In this group, the video activity was completed in-person as part
of a “pen-and-paper” survey that started the focus group. Focus groups for this study
typically occurred at the participants’ place of business, with the video most commonly
shown on a monitor or projector in a conference room. Participants were first instructed to
watch all five tasks shown in the video as a group, and were then shown each task again,
ranking each task as the video progressed. Participants were instructed not to discuss their
responses aloud until the entire activity was completed. This closely mimicked the
instructions given to participants in the Computer group, who watched all five tasks, and
were then asked to watch each task a second time to rate the perceived level of automation.
As shown in Figure 6.6, participants in the Traditional group were instructed to rate the
tasks by marking the “100-millimeter line” VAS in exactly one spot.
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Figure 6.6. The sliding scale given to the Computer group (top), and VAS given to the
Traditional group (bottom).

Like the Computer group, it was not readily apparent to the participants that they
were providing a numerical response to each question, but each response was evaluated by
researchers after the experiment using a 100-millimeter ruler to convert the responses into
an integer. As measured by the distance in millimeters from the far-left end of the scale,
each response was given a value between 0 and 100. This similarity is one major reason
for combining the results collected through the sliding scale and the VAS; they both allow
participants to describe their opinions in a seemingly “qualitative” way, while providing
relative rankings of the five videos [99]. Although steps were taken during data processing
and statistical analysis to mitigate any methodological effects, participant behavior
between the two groups must be considered [100]. Limitations resulting from these
differences between the two groups will be discussed in Section 6.5.
6.2.1

Data Processing
After data collection was completed, the final samples included 126 participants in

the Computer group, and 60 participants in the Traditional group. To ensure the validity of
the sample collected, data processing considerations were made for each variant of the
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video activity. The protocol for data processing will be discussed in the following section,
and a summary of reasons for removing samples is shown below in Table 6.3. It is
important to note that if a participant failed on one of the criteria shown below, the entire
set of 5 responses for that participant was excluded from the analysis.
Table 6.3. A summary of samples removed during the course of the data processing protocol.

Computer
126
- 14
-4
-5
-3
100

Reason
Removed

Original Sample
Time too short
“50 – 50” Responses
Inverted Scales
“Irregular” Responses
Total for Each Version
Final Total

6.2.1.1

Traditional
60
N/A
N/A
-1
-4
55
155

Criteria for Exclusion

The first two criteria in the data processing protocol applied exclusively to the
Computer variant of the video activity. The first criterion, “Time too short”, refers to the
amount of time a participant spent completing the activity. The online survey tool used to
complete the activity collected timestamps of the start and finish of the activity, with a
small group of participants spending less time on the activity than it took to watch the video
one time (3 minutes and 12 seconds). These 14 participants’ responses were excluded due
to the likelihood that the participants did not watch the entire video, and therefore could
not give an accurate assessment of the five videos.
The second criterion for exclusion, “50 – 50” responses, applied only to the
Computer group was a set of responses that contained multiple instances of “50” as a
response. As shown in Figure 6.6, the default value for the sliding scale was the exact
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center of the scale, indicating a score of 50. Therefore, scoring a task as 50 may indicate
that a participant did not move the slider. Although it may be possible that a participant
giving a score of 50 may indicate their actual feelings about the task [100], the four
responses with multiple ratings of 50 were considered unlikely to be legitimate and were
excluded from the analysis.
6.2.1.2

Outliers & Irregular Responses

An initial analysis of outliers in the data was completed within responses to
individual videos. Outliers were identified using Tukey’s method, which defines an outlier
as a response one and half times the interquartile range below the first quartile, or one and
half times the interquartile range above the third quartile. This approach was considered
the most appropriate for this data set, since responses to Videos A and C were highly
skewed, and Tukey’s method does not assume a normal distribution [101]. While this
method helped identify responses that were irregular relative to rest of the ratings given to
a single task, simply being identified as an outlier was not a criterion for exclusion from
the data. In fact, responding in a unique fashion to a task (e.g. recognizing some form of
technology as more automated than another), was an expected outcome. Instead, the outlier
analysis was used to identify responses that needed further study to know if a response was
legitimate.
Using the identification of outliers as a basis, the last two criteria for excluding data
applied to both variants of the activity and referred to irregular responses relative to the
rest of the data set. There were five total responses in which participants seemed to have
“inverted the scales” used to indicate whether a task was more manual, or more automated.
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In other words, these five participants gave extremely low ratings to Videos A and C, and
an extremely high score to Video B. Again, while this type of response may indicate the
true feelings of participants, responding in an irregular way on three consecutive videos
appeared unlikely.
The last six responses excluded from the data were responses that did not follow the
most common pattern of ranking the videos. In the analysis conducted after data collection
was complete (discussed in Section 0), the responses of the final 162 participants were
ranked based on the numerical values derived from their VAS responses. Out of these 162
responses, only seven participants (less than 4%) did not respond to the first three videos
in the most common fashion, which brought the final sample for statistical analysis to N =
155; these last seven responses were excluded from the statistical analyses, but will be
included in a qualitative discussion resulting from focus group comments in Section 6.3.2.
6.2.2

Analysis & Results
Statistical analysis of the processed data showed a predominant trend among some

aspects of the activity, but also identified some unexpected relationships between videos,
and differences in systems-level thinking amongst participants. Summary statistics show
the relatively strong central tendencies among the first three videos, which are indicative
of the common patterns in video ranking shown by the 155 participants. However, interitem correlations between the five videos showed further relationships between
components in each of the videos. To account for differences in behavior between
participants in the two survey variants, responses were treated as an ordinal dataset [102].
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After data processing was complete, researchers were confident in folding together
the two variants of the video activity (Computer and Traditional) to bring the total data set
to 155 participants and 775 total video responses. To begin to understand relationships
between each video, descriptive statistics were generated and are shown below in Table
6.4. Measures of central tendency show the general order of ratings given to each video,
with Videos A, B, and C, producing a tightly grouped, albeit highly skewed, distribution
of responses. Videos A and C were skewed sharply to the right due to the ceiling effect
inherent to using a sliding scale for this type of activity [103], while Video B saw this effect
in the opposite direction. Videos D and E, on the other hand, showed much more spread in
their distribution of ratings, but displayed approximately normal distributions. Because the
shape of the distribution of responses could not be assumed to be the same for each of the
five videos, special care was taken in selecting the appropriate statistical tests when
comparing participant responses. Namely, non-parametric tests will be employed when
analyzing Videos A, B, and C due to their skewed distribution [98]. Likewise, the median
and mode of responses to each video will be considered for measures of central tendency.
Table 6.4. Descriptive statistics of ratings for each activity shown in the video.
Video
Mean
St. Dev.
Median
Mode
Range
Skew
Kurtosis

A
95.25
7.14
99
100
30
-1.82
2.83

B
11.8
10.93
11
0
45
0.79
-0.02

C
93.35
8.71
98
100
38
-1.52
1.83

79

D
56.52
16.37
56
63
78
-0.18
-0.51

E
53.83
16.97
54
54
84
-0.24
0.05

6.2.3

Video Rankings
To account for the potential effects of survey variant, and the possibility of

individual differences in behavior using the VAS, researchers compared the rank order
participants gave to each video. For an individual participant, the ratings given to each of
the five videos were compared. They were then ranked from one (the video given the
highest score by that participant) to five (the video given the lowest score by that
participant). When two videos were given identical ratings, the system allowed for ties; for
example, if Videos A and C were both given a score of 100, they both received a rank of
“1”, while the video with the next highest rating was given a “3”. An example is shown
below in Figure 6.7.
Video

A

B

C

D

E

Rating

97

11

97

29

73

Rank

1

5

1

4

3

Sequence

15143

Figure 6.7. An example of a sequence generated from the video rankings.

Using this ranking scheme, a predominant pattern emerged in the sequence of video
rankings. As shown in Table 6.5, the most common ranking sequence was rating Videos A
and C as either tied, or the first or second highest score (most automated), and Video B as
the lowest (most manual) score. For Videos D and E, the likelihood that a participant
ranked one video higher than the other was approximately 50%; in other words, while
almost every single participant in the study (96%) ranked Videos A, B, and C the same
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way, the relative rankings of videos D and E was equal to chance. In this sample, 78
participants ranked Video D higher than E, while the remaining 77 did the opposite. The
value of these two videos as a discriminant measure between participants will be discussed
later in Section 6.3.2.
Table 6.5. The distribution of sequences is shown for the sample after data processing.
Sequence
15134
15243
15234
25143
15143
25134
Total

6.2.4

Count
33
32
24
23
22
21
155

%
21.3%
20.6%
15.5%
14.8%
14.2%
13.5%

Inter-item Correlations
To further understand the factors influencing participant’s rankings of each video,

correlations between individual responses were analyzed. Spearman’s Rho (rs) was
identified as the most appropriate measure of correlation between the individual ratings
given to the videos, rather than Pearson’s r. Specifically, the skewed nature of responses
to Video A and Video C, along with the possible presence of outliers, made Spearman’s
Rho a suitable measure for this analysis since it does not assume a normal distribution and
uses rank orders [104].
As shown in Table 6.6, statistically significant values of Spearman’s Rho were
calculated for every video except E. Of the five significant correlations, some were
expected – take for example the value of rs between Video A and C. At 0.591, this value
indicates a strong level of positive association between the responses [105]. As the two
videos most prominently featuring robotics, and the highest LoA according to [84], giving
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a high value to one video predicted a relatively high value for the second. Inter-item
correlation also showed a positive relationship in the tendency of participants to rate Video
D as “more automated” based on their responses to Videos A and C. However, results from
the inter-item correlations show that Video B (the task featuring hydraulic impact drills)
was inversely related to Videos A and C. This would indicate that giving a high score (most
automated) on one extreme of the scale predicted that the same participants would provide
a low score (most manual) on the other end.
Table 6.6. Inter-item correlations as measured by Spearman’s Rho (rs) values between
individual responses to the five activities.
rS
Video B
Video C
Video D
Video E

6.3

Video A

Video B

Video C

Video D

b

- 0.355
---c
b
0.591
- 0.308
--a
b
0.202
0.017
0.300
-- 0.009
0.126
0.093
-0.019
Significant at: a - p < 0.05, b - p < 0.01, c - p << 0.001; N = 155

Discussion
Statistical analysis of participant responses showed predominant trends in responses

to some of the videos, as well as the possibility for certain video ratings to serve as
discriminant measures. Patterns also emerged in each individual’s set of five responses,
like the tendencies to group ratings closely together, or to give extreme ratings to certain
tasks. Potential reasons for these behaviors, including specific components found in each
video, and other qualitative data collected as a part of the focus group study, will be
discussed. As discussed later in Section 7.6.3, the video activity was only completed by
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approximately half of the 102 participants in the sample. As such, the work group
classification used previously will not be employed for the video activity.
6.3.1

Level of Automation Comparisons
As discussed earlier in Section 6.2.3, a large majority of participants showed a

common pattern when rating Videos A, B, and C, with strong grouping around the median
rating for each video. This was not a totally unexpected result, given that the LoA as
defined by [84] is equal for Videos A and C (Level 6: Flexible machine/workstation).
Mann-Whitney tests were used when comparing video responses, with the exception of
Videos D and E, since their distributions were approximately normal [106]. For Videos A
and C, participants exhibited a slight significant increase in median rating for Video A
relative to Video C (U = 10254, p < 0.05). This is most likely due to the presence of AGVs
in the video, or the appearance of the industrial robotics working in concert with the AGVs.
In either case, rating Videos A and C as highly automated was also related to rating Video
B as highly manual. In a second Mann-Whitney test, it was shown that participants who
gave Video B an extremely manual score (defined as a rating of 10 or less) tended to score
Video A (U = 2342, p < 0.05) three points higher, and Video C (U = 2299, p < 0.05) over
four points higher, than their counterparts who saw Video B as “more automated”.
As shown in Table 6.7, the median ranking of each video is shown, with “1” being
the most automated and “5” being the most manual. It is shown that these median rankings
and the author’s predicted rankings, correspond closely with the ranking for LoA of each
task with the exception of Videos B and E. Video B was given the lowest mean rating of
any video by far; Mann-Whitney tests showed a large significant difference between Video
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B, and Videos D (U = 461, p << 0.001) and E (U = 720, p << 0.001). However, Video B
was assigned the same LoA as Video E by researchers in this analysis; in this video, the
use of a hydraulic impact drill would indicate an LoA = 4 (Level 4: Automated hand tool)
– the lowest level shown in this analysis. Likewise, Video E was considered to have this
same LoA = 4. This was mainly due to the fact that operators in Video E only place the
vehicle roof in a fixture that then uses pneumatics to hold the roof in place. One explanation
for this higher score relative to the LoA is that the fixture holding the roof in place appears
to contain complicated electronics. However, by assessing only the tasks shown in the 30second video, it does not appear that these electronics perform any particular task.
Table 6.7. The mean ratings, rankings, author's rankings, and LoA as defined by [84] are
shown for each video.

Item
Video A
Video B
Video C
Video D
Video E

6.3.2

Median
Rating
99
11
98
56
54

Mean Rank
1.28
5.00
1.36
3.49
3.50

Author’s
Rank
1
5
2
3
4

LoA Rank
1
5
1
3
3

Videos D & E
Due to the common set of responses to the first three videos, ratings for Videos D

and E became of special interest as a discriminant measure within the sample of 155
participants. A paired t-test for the difference in means between the two videos showed
that the mean ratings were not significantly different (t = 1.36, df = 154, p > 0.05), likely
due to the large variances found in the sets of responses to each video. However, splitting
the sample into two groups using responses to Videos D and E created a nearly “50-50”
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split, as discussed in Section 0. These two groups will be identified as “D-High” (the 78
participants who ranked Video D as third most automated) and “E-High” (the 77 who
ranked Video E as third most automated).
6.3.2.1

Video D Trends

As shown above Table 6.6, Spearman’s correlation (rs) between videos showed that
Video D contained two positive correlations of moderate strength with Video A (rs = 0.202,
p < 0.05), and Video C (rs = 0.300, p < 0.01). These correlations would indicate that
participants who rated Videos A and C as being almost totally automated were more likely
to “see more” of the automation in Video D. Because the tasks shown in D (“Chassis
Marriage”) are examples of an automated lift-assist augmenting human ability, this video
provides an opportunity for participants to “choose what they want to see” in the video
with regards to the level of automation. They could choose to see humans as the primary
agents completing the task (and rate the task as more manual) or recognize the multiple
forms of automation employed in the workstation (and rate the task as more automated).
This behavior supports the possibilities discussed in [94] for individual mental models to
be misspecified, meaning they imply a system is more, or less, complex than the system is
in reality.
This trend is confirmed by Mann-Whitney tests for the difference in medians
between the D-High and the E-High groups. Participants in D-High gave Video A slightly
higher scores (2 points) than those in E-High, although this increase was nonsignificant.
For Video C, the increase in median rating between the groups was almost twice that
difference (4 points higher, U = 2352, p < 0.05). These differences in response distribution,
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which may appear artificially small due to the ceiling effect, reinforce the finding from the
inter-item correlations: some individuals were prone to perceive the videos with high LoA
as “more automated” than their peers who did not score the remaining videos in-line with
the LoA framework. When given a task that appeared more “collaborative” in nature,
participants were divided in two approximate halves as to whether they perceived the
humans, or the automated equipment, as the predominant agents in the task.
6.3.2.2

Distance between Videos D & E

The trends described above did not immediately account for the “distance” between
ratings for Videos D and E, meaning that whether a participant rated Video D ten points
higher than E, or one-hundred points higher, they still belonged to the D-High group. It is
important to note that the data gathered from the scales was treated as ordinal, meaning
that the exact distance between two scores was not of interest. For example, rating one
video “20” and a second video “40” did not necessarily indicate that a participant perceived
the second task “twice as automated” as the first. Instead, distance between answers was
used to describe the likelihood that a participant intentionally ordered one video as higher
or lower than another. For the Computer group, the median distance between ratings for
Videos D and E was greater than 19 millimeters, and the median distance for the Traditional
group was 10.5 millimeters. In total, 70% of participants placed a distance greater than 10
millimeters between the two videos. Because users may find it difficult to describe granular
differences using the scales provided in this analysis [100], further investigation was
needed.
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The first set of observations made about distance between the D-High and E-High
groups were their differences in providing “extreme values” to the other three videos.
Participants in the Computer group were much more likely give a response of “0” or “100”
(32% gave Video B a “0”, and 72% gave either Video A or C a “100”), likely due to the
mechanics of using an on-screen slider versus using pen-and-paper. Therefore, a definition
for an “extreme value” was needed to equate responses to the two survey variants. It was
found that participants in the Traditional group responded to Video B with a score of 10 or
less 39% of the time and gave ratings of 90 and above to Videos A and C in 68% of cases.
These proportions were approximately equal to the proportion of participants who
responded with either “0” or “100” in the Computer group, so they became the criteria for
an “extreme value” in both variants of the survey.
By grouping the 155 participants by whether or not they gave extremely manual
(score of 10 or less) ratings to Video B, or extremely automated (score of 90 or more)
ratings to Videos A and C, it was found that ratings near the extremes of the VAS were
related to the distance between Videos D and E. The “distance” between Videos D and E
is defined as the absolute value of the difference between the two ratings. The value of
Spearman’s correlation for this “distance” show a moderate positive relationship with the
ratings of Videos A and C (rs = 0.299, p < 0.01), and a moderate negative relationship with
the ratings of Video B (rs = -0.263, p < 0.01). As shown in Table 6.8, in each case tested,
providing an extreme score to any one of the videos led to at least a roughly 6-point increase
in the distance between Videos D and E.
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Table 6.8. Difference of median Mann-Whitney tests are shown for the mean distance between
Videos D and E by groups of extreme values.
Gave Video A Extreme High Score?
N
Median Distance (mm)
Yes
127
18
No
28
9
Median Difference
+9
U = 1199, p = 0.016
Gave Video B Extreme Low Score?
N
Median Distance (mm)
Yes
75
20
No
80
14.5
Median Difference
+ 5.5
U = 2246, p = 0.013
Gave Video C Extreme High Score?
N
Median Distance (mm)
Yes
92
18
No
63
11.5
Median Difference
+ 6.5
U = 2178, p = 0.014

This result would support the existence of the trends identified earlier in Section
6.3.2.1, since it suggests that participants who provided extreme values to the first three
videos exhibited differences in behavior when rating Videos D and E. Namely, participants
providing extreme scores appeared to have identified differences between Videos D and E
that were not identified by their peers (who did not provide extreme scores and essentially
viewed Videos D and E as equivalent).
6.3.3

Focus Group Comments
In the computer-based version of the activity, no qualitative data was gathered from

the participants; however, participants in the Traditional survey group sometimes discussed
their individual reasons for scoring each video in a post-activity focus group. This focus
group study included manufacturing engineers, management, maintenance technicians, and
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assembly operators. Focus groups occurred after responses had been entered for each
video, and participants were not allowed to change their ratings based on the discussion.
Most of the comments fall into two major themes: the tendency to functionally decompose
a task into functional inputs and outputs, and the tendency to fixate on the cognitive
processes needed to complete each task. Paraphrases of common comments from
participants are shown below and shed light on why an individual may respond to the
videos in the certain scoring patterns observed.
6.3.3.1

Functional Decomposition of Tasks

“I did not really say that any of the videos were totally automated, or
totally manual.”
The comment that none of the tasks were “totally automated” is reinforced by the
view described in [84] that “automation is not all or nothing.” This response was common
among individuals in the Traditional group, where participants where highly unlikely to
mark any task with a score of “0” or “100”. Many of the participants in the Traditional
group explained that they did not feel comfortable giving these minimum or maximum
ratings because they inserted their own fictional intermediate task in the video or viewed
the task at a “systems-level”. In the case of Video A, many participants felt like they could
not say the task was totally automated (a score of “100”) because they imagined a human
programming the AGVs and industrial robots to work collaboratively. Conversely, in
Video B, some of the participants recognized the hydraulic drills as a form of automation
and decided to give a score greater than “0”. Comments of this type were not limited to
any particular occupational group that participated in the study, meaning that this tendency
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to functionally decompose each video was observed among engineers, students, and
operators.
“It looks like that the operators in Video E were loading that roof into a
jig for the robot in the third video.”
Several participants correctly surmised that the operators loading the roof into the
fixture in Video E were doing so in preparation for the task performed by the industrial
robot in Video C. This would again imply a recognition of the necessary inputs and
potential outputs to each task, which would serve to lower the score of highly automated
tasks and raise the ratings of more manual tasks. Participants in this study were not asked
about their past experience with hierarchical task analysis, task allocation, or levels of
automation, but it is assumed that a large majority had never been formally trained in any
of the above skills. Therefore, the idea that some participants would naturally attempt to
discretize the workstation into a set of tasks, or imply functional inputs and outputs was an
unexpected finding.
“I think those operators in Video B are at a rework station – a machine
probably missed those screws.”
In regard to Video B, several participants commented that the task shown was a
part of a “rework” station. They went on to say that this was probably because a machine
had failed to place the fasteners on the vehicle body, and humans were replacing the
fasteners that had been missed. Although this comment was not one of the most common,
it is similar to the first two comments in that it illustrates the tendency to imply a context
of inputs and outputs to each task. This comment only occurred twice during the course of
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the focus group study, but both instances were during groups with maintenance technicians.
This may explain why the participants saw a task that they rated as extremely manual, but
implied that it was a task only existed because an automated system had failed. While it is
possible that participants in the other groups (made up of mainly manufacturing engineers
and students) also recognized this, none of them verbalized this implied context.
6.3.3.2

Focus on Cognitive Automation

“I was mainly looking to see how attentive the operators had to be in
each video. It really depends on what they were thinking about while they
were watching it run.”
Out of the 162 participant responses that made it into the final dataset, only seven
responded in a wholly different way from the larger group (bringing the sample for
statistical analysis to N = 155). For those seven participants, the first and third videos were
not ranked as the two “most automated” tasks, or they did not rank the second video as the
“most manual” task. Although these responses were not included in the statistical analyses
shown in Section 6.2.2 due to their rarity, the rankings given by these participants could
not be totally discounted, as these individuals may have noticed different aspects of the
videos than their peers. It is believed that the most likely explanation for these seven
irregularities was fixation on the cognitive aspects inherent to the tasks shown.
“They’re giving a lot of attention to those drills – it must be difficult to
keep them accurate.”
This hypothesis is supported by the second common theme for comments in the focus
groups: the tendency to perceive the cognitive processes being performed by humans in
each video. As discussed in Section 6.1.1, some LoA frameworks account for both
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cognitive and physical forms of automation, although the intention of this analysis was
only to assess visual cues for physical forms of automation. However, participants in this
study were not asked to differentiate between these two types of automation; it is possible
that participants who gave lower ratings to Videos A and C (which had high levels of
physical automation) relative to their peers did so because they fixated on the cognitive
performance of the humans present in the video.
Assessing the cognitive LoA of a task requires a large amount of context – much
more than the context provided in these videos. However, assigning an exact LoA based
on the types of information technology and controls needed for each task was not the aim
of this analysis. Rather, these types of comments show that certain participants seemed to
fixate on the information technology and controls aspects of the five videos, which affected
the perceived degree of automation that they reported. This result supports the conclusions
from [84] that a separate cognitive LoA scale is necessary to fully describe automation in
manufacturing, even it was a result apparent for all of the participants in this sample.
6.4

Video Activity Conclusions
The differences demonstrated among participants in identifying levels of automation

raised the question of whether or not stakeholders associated higher levels of automation
with increased system complexity. By analyzing comments about the video activity during
focus group discussions, it was found that the issue was not totally transparent. Some
participants viewed tasks as “more manual” than others because the tasks appeared
“simpler” than others. However, some participants viewed the same tasks as “more
automated” because they required a “more complex” set of tasks to support the system than
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manual tasks. This disparity among respondents demonstrated the potential for
misspecified mental models between automation stakeholders, and also identified areas for
further study among stakeholders in the implementation phase of automation for Phase II
of the study.
The findings from this study would suggest that individuals exhibit differences in the
visual cues used to make assessments about the relative levels of automation between
manufacturing tasks. Participants in this study responded to each video as to “how
automated” or “how manual” they perceived tasks to be, using both a VAS and sliding
scale. By using these non-traditional scales, the intent of the study was to evaluate how
manufacturing stakeholders would rank levels of automation using visual cues. The
responses were then compared to a current LoA framework developed for manufacturing,
where a majority of participants responded in-line with the seven levels of physical
automation defined by [84].
Through careful considerations on how to handle the dataset through non-parametric
analysis methods, several trends were identified. It was also shown that certain individuals
were likely to gravitate to the extremes of the scales (“Totally Manual” and “Totally
Automated”), while others were purposefully reluctant to provide extreme scores. In those
cases, participants described the five manufacturing tasks shown in functional terms
(having inputs and outputs) and imbuing their own contexts to each task based on their own
manufacturing experience. Additionally, some participants recognized aspects of cognitive
automation shown in each video, illustrating the increasing complexity of human-machine
systems in manufacturing.
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The results of this study have potential applications for studying the mental models
that managers use in automation decisions, as well as understanding the visual cues used
in identifying automation opportunities on the shop floor. As the set of tasks completed by
automation grow more and more complex, understanding how individuals perceive levels
of automation will be crucial for system designers and users alike. The tendencies
displayed by participants in the study show that individual mental models have the potential
to misspecify the degree to which a system is automated; this would mean that
manufacturing stakeholders may imply some level of complexity about a system that does
not reflect the actual level of automation.
6.5

Limitations
The current limitations of the experiment mainly revolve around the two variants of

the survey given. Most notably, participant behavior near the extremes of the VAS and
sliding scale differed among the Traditional and Computer groups. Although the rankordering of the video ratings for each participant mitigated some of these effects, alternate
methods could have been applied. Discretizing the responses into segments could have
addressed the differences in assigning granular differences to scores, but this would also
have introduced difficulties of its own. Further iterations of this study may explore whether
or not the findings from this sample are maintained when participants are given a
discretized ordinal scale of automation levels instead of a VAS.
Other complications stemming from the use of two survey variants dealt with
Computer participants having a referent for the exact middle of the scale – the default rating
on the sliding scale for this variant was 50. Scales containing this referent have been shown
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to result in anchoring effects and variation resulting from education level [103]. This would
be especially relevant to this study, since participants in the Traditional group were
recruited specifically for their varying work experiences and educational backgrounds.
Future studies of this type employing an online survey may seek to use scales more closely
mirroring the “pen-and-paper” VAS. Similarly, despite the use of rank-ordering to
highlight the difference between Videos D and E, limitations arise from having two videos
with relatively low LoA side-by-side. Randomizing video order for each participant in the
future may help to mitigate these effects.
Lastly, future versions of this study could give the video activity to participants
individually, rather than giving the activity in groups. In this experimental setting,
participants could describe the reasoning behind their responses using the “think-aloud”
method. Alternatively, each participant could provide feedback regarding their responses
individually, instead of in the focus group. Despite the efforts of researchers to encourage
each participant in the focus groups to “speak up”, it is possible that some participants did
not feel comfortable explaining their answers in the group setting [44]. Another potential
advantage of conducting the experiment in the individual setting stems from the many
participants in the Traditional group who verbally confirmed that fixation played a role in
their response patterns. Researchers could employ individual eye-tracking in future studies
as a possible method for confirming this fixation on components in each video.
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Chapter 6 Takeaways:
•

The video activity showed how individuals perceive levels of automation
differently, often depending on the (sometimes completely inferred) context of
a manufacturing task.

•

Focus group comments relating to the scores given to each video provide
insight into the mental models developed in assigning level of automation, and
the potential for misspecification.

•

Some participants explicitly stated a task analysis approach to assigning LoA,
while others performed this analysis implicitly and relied on visual cues.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
7

FOCUS GROUPS – PHASE I

The first phase of the focus group study employed the methods discussed in the
previous chapters, with focus on the “Development” and “Procurement” phases of the
automation design chain. Not only did Phase I provide 55 responses to the survey
instrument, but it also aided in the design of focus groups for Phase II of the study. The
following chapter provides background for participants in the nine focus groups, followed
by brief summaries of focus group themes for each group. Themes for each group were
generated using thematic analysis as outlined in [56], and triangulating themes are
discussed in Section 7.6. Lessons learned during the administration of focus groups
included methods for effective moderation and helped to identify points of emphasis within
specific groups of automation stakeholders.
7.1

Mechatronics – University Program
Four focus groups, identified as belonging to “Automation Development” in Figure

3.1, were conducted with students enrolled in a four-year degree program while pursuing
a bachelor’s or master’s degree in mechanical engineering. At that time, the students were
taking a course titled “Mechatronics System Design”, which is described in the institution’s
course catalog as integrating “control, sensors, actuators, and computers to create a variety
of electromechanical products.” This also included “concepts of design, appropriate
dynamic system modeling, analysis, sensors, actuating devices, and real time
microprocessor interfacing and control.” The complete course description for this class and
the technical maintenance course discussed below can be found in Appendix D. The mix
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of students for the four groups typically included two to three master’s students per group,
with the remaining students being fourth year undergraduate students.
Groups were divided based on their enrollment in a particular lab section for the
course, and focus groups occurred over the course of two weeks during the assigned lab
sections. Many of the students had prior work experience in manufacturing during an
internship or co-operative education term. Approximately 50% of those students who had
done an internship did so in the manufacturing setting. Ages of the participants ranged from
21 to 35, and their full-time work experience was typically less than one year, as shown in
Table 7.1 below.
Table 7.1. Background information for the four groups from the university mechatronics program.
University – Mechatronics – A

University – Mechatronics – B

Date

4/22/19

Date

4/16/19

Number of Participants

8

Number of Participants

8

Educational
Background

In progress (BS/MS)
Mechanical Engineering

Educational
Background

In progress (BS/MS)
Mechanical Engineering

Average Age

~ 24

Average Age

~ 24

Average Work Exp.

None

Average Work Exp.

Average CPRS

59.13

Average CPRS

< 1 year
56.50

University – Mechatronics – C

University – Mechatronics – D

Date

4/17/19

Date

4/18/19

Number of Participants

6

Number of Participants

8

Educational
Background

In progress (BS/MS)
Mechanical Engineering

Educational
Background

In progress (BS/MS)
Mechanical Engineering

Average Age

~ 23

Average Age

~ 23

Average Work Exp.

< 1 year

Average Work Exp.

None

Average CPRS

61.50

Average CPRS

64.25
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Themes discussed among the focus groups in each lab section tended to focus on the effects
of automation on people. While most of the students could describe some position on what
automation in manufacturing would mean for the prospect of human labor in the future,
many admitted to not have given the idea much thought. One of these positions about the
effects of automation on people is shown in the quote below:
“I think it necessitates a shift in skills for a lot of people. Because of
where we’re headed with automation, we’re displacing workers who do
things manually...on the shop floor.”
Additionally, the students expressed some surprise about having to define automation,
mentioning that they’ve never actually had to “put it into words.” Students expressed a
similar sentiment over having to specify the relative advantages of humans and automation
in manufacturing. Many of the students explained that having to reference one specific
advantage of automation was difficult, because they felt that firms would not invest in
automation if it was not wide-ranging improvement. The students did have reservations
about automation however, and they typically arose from their limited, but impactful
experiences during manufacturing internships, as shown in the quote below:
“With automation you spend a lot of time having to validate quality.
Where I worked, you would have like one failure, and then everything
stops. Then you have to track down and bring in 30 different parts and
try to trace the problem.”
7.2

Automation Firm I (Engineering Construction)
The next focus group occurred within a group of controls engineering at an

automation firm – the first group to be included as stakeholders in the “Automation
Procurement” due to their roles in facility planning and technology purchases. This firm
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can be categorized as “large” because it has more than 200 employees [107], and the firm
specializes in engineering construction, and focuses mainly on the design, planning, and
procurement of new industrial facilities. Customers of the firm include manufacturers in
the automotive, food and beverage, chemical, and pharmaceutical industries.
Participants in the focus group were recruited through discussions with the controls
engineering manager at the firm and were selected due to their experience with the
electrical and digital aspects of industrial automation. The six participants were all male,
and all of them worked with controls systems design/integration. All of the participants in
the study had at least completed a bachelor’s degree, and one participant had completed a
graduate degree in math education. Each participant held a degree in Electrical Engineering
or Electrical Engineering Technology, and had extensive experience in their field, ranging
from 7 to 38 years of work experience, as summarized in Table 7.2 below. Ages of the
participants ranged from 31 to 61, and the survey was conducted during the participants’
lunch hour. After completing a short warm-up activity about engineering requirements,
participants completed the survey instrument, which was followed by the focus group
discussion.
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Table 7.2. Background information for the focus group at the first automation firm.
Automation Firm I (Engineering Construction)
Date

1/23/19

Number of Participants

6

Educational Background

All completed college
All Electrical Engineers

Average Age

~ 50

Average Work Exp.

~ 20 years

Average CPRS

63.33

Predominant themes uncovered in the focus group discussion involved the multivariate difficulties posed by automation in manufacturing, like safety and the offshoring
and reshoring of jobs based on labor costs in manufacturing. They also discussed
challenges with variability in highly automated production systems, and the interplay
between automation and site selection. Participants mainly had a focus on the future of
manufacturing, which is unsurprising given that this firm focused on the construction of
new facilities. Anecdotes about the history of the manufacturing in the Southeastern United
States were mentioned more than once in the focus group discussion, mainly to bring
attention to the regular reskilling required for workers in the area due to automation. One
representative quote from the group involves a discussion about the multiple variables that
need to be considered when choosing a relatively high level of automation when designing
a system:
“With how things are delivered, you only have so much control over
your supply chain and what the materials are you use. If you do not have
complete control over that - you're at the discretion of other people,
which limits what automation can do.”
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7.3

Automation Firm II (Manufacturing Equipment)
The next focus group included members of a mechanical design team at a small to

medium-sized firm with less than 200, but more than 50 employees [107]. The firm
specializes in design-to-order manufacturing equipment, with a large customer base in the
petroleum industry. The firm also serves clients in the automotive, aerospace, textile, and
tire manufacturing industries.
Participants in the focus group were recruited through discussions with the
mechanical business unit leader at the company and were selected due to their experience
with the mechanical aspects of industrial automation. The six participants were all male,
and each played a role in the integration of mechanical manufacturing systems. Most of
the participants in the study had at least completed a bachelor’s degree, with one participant
having completed a graduate degree in mechanical engineering, and one participant being
a co-operative education student studying en route to a bachelor’s degree. The group had
varied amounts of experience in their field, ranging from zero to 40 years of work
experience, as summarized in Table 7.3 below. Ages of the participants ranged from 22 to
65, and the survey was conducted during the participants’ lunch hour. Similar to the first
automation firm, the group completed a short warm-up activity about engineering
requirements, then completed the survey instrument, followed by the focus group
discussion.
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Table 7.3. Background information for the focus group at the second automation firm.
Automation Firm II (Manufacturing Equipment)
Date

2/25/19

Number of Participants

6

Educational
Background

Mostly completed college
Mostly Mechanical Engineers

Average Age

~ 40

Average Work Exp.

~ 22 years

Average CPRS

60.58

Predominant themes uncovered in the focus group discussion were the issues of
reskilling due to automation implementation, organizational resistance to automation, and
the advent of Big Data in manufacturing. Much of the conversation between participants
focused on the tradeoffs between the costs and benefits of automation, and the various
ancillary components that accompany automation implementation. Elements including the
downstream and upstream impacts of automation on a process, employee attitudes towards
reskilling, and the often-unfamiliar training needs brought about by automation, especially
for smaller manufacturers. One interesting portion of the focus group concentrated on
manufacturing organizations accepting or failing to accept the implementation of
automated systems, as show in the quote below:
“We've had several projects where the customer automated the process,
and it's maybe even a good process to automate, but they were not ready
for the automation. The culture, the operators, the maintenance staff,
are not set up to support this next generation of equipment...Somebody
made a decision to spend this money – this capital investment – to
automate this process, but everybody else essentially kind of rejects it.”
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7.4

Mechatronics – Technical Education
The next two focus groups were conducted with students enrolled in a technical

education program while pursuing an associate degree focusing on industrial maintenance
technology. These groups were identified as stakeholders in the “Implementation & Use”
stage of the automation design chain, as laid out in Figure 3.1. At that time, the students
were taking a course titled “Research in Advanced Mechatronics”, which is described in
the institution’s course catalog as the “opportunity for students to investigate a facultyapproved topic in the automated manufacturing disciplines…by working one-on-one or in
small groups on projects with high-tech industrial manufacturing industry leaders.”
The class of ten students was split in half based on that particular day’s attendance
(one student was absent) to allow each participant the opportunity to make their opinions
heard. One unique aspect of these two groups was that, with the exception of one student,
Table 7.4. Background information for the two groups from the technical mechatronics program.
Technical – A

Technical – B

Date

3/1/19

Date

3/1/19

Number of Participants

5

Number of Participants

4

Educational Background

In progress
Technical Education

Educational
Background

In progress
Technical Education

Average Age

~ 27

Average Age

~ 24

Average Work Exp.

~ 4 years

Average Work Exp.

~ 4 years

Average CPRS

60.20

Average CPRS

65.00

each participant was currently working either part-time or full-time in manufacturing as a
maintenance technician or systems integrator. Ages of the participants ranged from 20 to
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38, and their average full-time work experience was around four years, as shown in Table
7.4 above.
Themes discussed during these two focus groups covered topics involving the
safety of individuals in production support, the growing skills gap and manufacturing, and
ethical issues related to technological unemployment. While the theme of safety concerns
was not totally unique to these groups, they spent more time on this point than any of the
other focus groups. However, these two groups were the only two focus groups to
specifically mention ethics as a concern in automation. Not all of the participants posited
that automation would totally replace human tasks in manufacturing; however, as shown
in the quote below, the students that did hold this view also mentioned that manufacturers
would face ethical dilemmas in the future:
“I think you start running into a little bit of an ethics issue too, because
the more you automate, the more you're going to put people out of
work...so the ethics of it...is a consideration that you should have, in my
opinion.”
Lastly, an overarching connection between the themes discussed in these groups was their
connection to the participants’ places of work. Because a majority of the students were
concurrently working part-time in manufacturing while attending school, focus group
discussions expressed a certain skepticism about highly automated systems. This
skepticism was typically based on a recent experience the students had at their
manufacturing firm, and is demonstrated in the quote below:
“I think with some companies too, they spend a lot of money on certain
equipment, and it'll fail - it's just not good equipment. Like it fails really
quick. There's a lot of expensive equipment where I work at and I feel
like it’s not good because it just goes out so quick."
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7.5

Assembly Operators
Another focus group was conducted with assembly operators at a white goods

manufacturing plant. Due to time constraints, a recorded focus group discussion could not
be conducted in the same manner as the previous groups; however, a short informal
discussion took place shortly after the participants completed the survey instrument. For
confidentiality purposes, this discussion was not recorded. The assembly operators had all
completed a high school diploma in the United States, and some had college experience.
Two of the participants were male, and two were female, with ages ranging from 32 to 45.
Table 7.5. Background information for the focus group with assembly operators.
Industry #1 (Operators)
Date

1/25/19

Number of Participants

4

Educational Background

All high school GED/
Some college

Average Age

~ 40

Average Work Exp.

< 10 years

Average CPRS

62.00

Although the short discussion with operators did not follow the same structured approach
as the previous focus groups, this group provided an excellent introduction into conducting
focus groups at multiple-levels of a manufacturing firm. Themes gathered from this short
discussion were the tendency for operators to closely associate automation with
technologies employed in their facility, and a generally optimistic outlook for the future:
“There is a broad future in manufacturing especially in the Southeast.
There have been a variety of companies building, and more are being
built – from transmissions, to washing machines, automobiles, etc.”
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7.6

Phase I Findings
By triangulating the themes common to some or all of the groups from Phase I,

several topics were identified as points of interest for industrial case studies. These points
of interest would be valuable during the design of Phase II of the study, in addition to the
valuable experience gained moderating focus groups during Phase I. The following
subsections outline some of the major themes as they relate to how perceptions of
automation affect its implementation and use.
7.6.1

Perception-Organization Link
One key theme in the nine focus group discussions in Phase I was the level of

specificity different individuals used to talk about automation. Even in parts of the focus
group discussion relating to automation at large, most individuals tended to repeatedly
reference automation in terms of their specific plant, or their specific organization. For
example, comments from the assembly operators in the PS group indicated how closely
they associated their general view of automation with specific technologies like machine
vision and robotics being used to apply fasteners – processes common in their facility.
Similarly, the groups of technical maintenance students were eager to speak specifically
about challenges their individual firm had experienced with automation, even if those
challenges were very similar to challenges faced by another participant. Even with identical
levels of education and similar amounts of work experience, automation meant something
slightly different to each member of the PS group. In other words, the individuals less
involved with the design and purchase of automation, and more involved in implementation
and use, were far more specific in detailing their experiences with automation.
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Following this trend, focus group discussions with the two automation firms were
typically more general, and arrived at a much larger set of automated technologies. For
example, from the E/D group, the participants in Automation Firm I covered a litany of
topics in their discussion: safety, labor costs in manufacturing, the Industrial Internet of
Things, and manufacturing site selection. Similarly, the group discussion with employees
at Automation Firm II represented a larger breadth of experiences with automation than
those individuals in the PS group. Participants in the S group, who had the relatively least
amount of work experience, often couched their statements about automation in a phrase
like “when I worked/interned at this one company…” These differences in specifying what
technologies “count as” automation are supported by observations from the automation
definitions; some participants understand automation as large-scale phenomenon or
industrial practice, while some view it as a certain technology – typically one they’ve
worked closely with. This finding in both the surveys and focus groups demonstrated how
work experience in a particular firm or industry may shape one’s perception of automation
and was identified for further study in Phase II.
7.6.2

Automation Opportunity Biases
A second set of themes common to the focus group discussions in Phase I were a

set of biases relating to automation as a solution in manufacturing. The first predilection
will be referred to the “automation as improvement” bias. This view of automation
essentially held that if a task or process is automated, it necessarily is an “improvement”
over the previous state. This view was captured in both focus group discussions, and survey
items, like the definitions of automation. As discussed in Section 5.5, roughly a quarter of
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the 102 definitions were coded as mentioning “how automation improves.” Some of these
participants defined automation as “the avenue for process improvement”, or “automation
is how we are improving our processes.” This behavior would be observed again in the 41
participants who completed the manufacturing solutions activity in Phase II of the study.
Although the participants were given five manufacturing challenges with widely varying
improvement needs, a solution containing automation was provided in 72.2% of the cases.
In the focus group discussions, participants in Automation Firm II spoke about scenarios
where firms wanted to automate a process “that did not have any business being
automated”, and that they felt manufacturers sometimes viewed automation as a panacea
for their problems. Similarly, students in the university mechatronics program explained
that, in their experience, “some companies want automation to do everything, but it’s not
good at everything.” The potential consequence of this bias was shown when technical
maintenance students were asked about challenges their firms have faced with automation.
Some of the students discussed times when their firms continued to invest in automation
even when it did not appear to be creating “real” improvement on the shop-floor. The
consequences of this bias may be that firms quickly arrive at automation as a process
improvement solution (and incur its relatively high costs), when there may be other, more
suitable, improvement options that have nothing to do with automation.
A second bias relating to decisions to automate was a predilection that will be
referred to as the “maximizing level of automation” bias. This behavior was described by
the automation firms as the tendency for manufacturers to prefer systems with the highest
level of automation possible, regardless of the potential negative consequences. This sort
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of bias in systems design could be problematic due to the fact that high levels of automation
do not always deliver their expected benefits. As shown in Figure 7.1 below, the most
optimal LoA for improving a process is not necessarily the highest LoA, and increasing
the LoA past this point may be detrimental to system performance [108].
Effects of
automation

Potential state

Increasing positive
effects

Expected state

Gap between
observed and
potential state
of production
system

Actual state

Increasing
automation

Observed state

Level of
automation

Figure 7.1. The relationship between level of automation and increasing improvement
presented in [108].

Based on this logic, intermediate levels of automation, or systems that require more humanmachine collaboration, may be more effective at delivering automation’s expected benefits.
During the focus group discussion with Automation Firm I, one example was discussed of
a packaging line that was highly automated, but then faced unforeseen challenges due to
product variability and supplier quality. In the discussion with Automation Firm II, this
idea was considered in past experiences designing highly automated solutions, that failed
due to all of the ancillary support the systems required like specialized maintenance and
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training. During the focus groups with undergraduate and graduate mechanical engineering
students, two of the four groups had short debates over whether or not “only partially
automating” a process was ever preferable to “totally automating” the process. Exploring
the potential effects of both of these biases on systems design were identified as points of
interest during Phase II of the study.
7.6.3

Automation “Culture” Concept
A final theme discussed during focus groups in Phase I was the concept of

organizational acceptance of automation. Studying the idea of employees at a firm
accepting, or failing to accept, the introduction of a new technology is not necessarily a
novel concept, and models have been developed to analyze this phenomenon [109].
However, recent iterations of applying this model have not been focused on automation in
manufacturing. During the focus group with Automation Firm II, individuals described
situations where employees at a firm would “reject” automation implementations
introduced by an external automation firm. Even when the process was “a good process to
automate”, multiple stakeholders in automation procurement described how “the culture,
the operators, the maintenance staff, are not set up to support this next generation of
equipment”.
This discussion initiated the development of a concept defined in this analysis as
“automation culture.” As discussed in the literature review in Section 2.3, automation
strategy is generally one component of a firm’s broader manufacturing strategy and
describes how a firm arrives at particular automation investment decisions. Building on
this concept, “automation culture” will be defined as how these strategies are understood,
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accepted, and implemented throughout the firm. In this sense, a “good” automation culture
would be what enables an automation strategy to be implemented at every level of a
manufacturing firm. The concept of automation culture is meant to be a piece of the large
“organizational culture”, just as automation strategy can be considered a part of the larger
manufacturing strategy [33]. Organizational culture exists on different levels, where level
refers the degree to which an observer can detect the cultural phenomenon [110]. These
three levels are further defined by [111] as artifacts, espoused values, and shared tacit
assumptions, as shown below in Figure 7.2.
Formal
implementation
processes
Broader
automation
strategy

Individual
perceptions of
automation
Figure 7.2. The three levels of organizational culture as defined by [111].

During this analysis, artifacts in automation culture will be the formal processes used for
implementing automation, which can be described by stakeholders, or understood
graphically through process models. The espoused values component of automation culture
are the automation strategies themselves: what do firms wish to accomplish through
implementing automation? Lastly, the underlying assumptions in automation culture will
be individual perceptions of automation, which were the initial motivation for creating the
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surveys and focus groups. Because the implementation of automation in manufacturing is
a collaborative task, the involvement of many different stakeholders is needed for
automation strategies to be successful. By studying these stakeholder perceptions of
automation in-situ within manufacturing firms, best practices for fostering an effective
automation culture will be identified in Phase II of this study.
7.6.4

Survey Modifications
Transitioning to the second phase of the study, a few modifications were made to

the survey instrument; changes were predominantly the result of the time needed to
complete certain items, or the lack of internal consistency in previous survey items. The
first of these changes was the deletion of both IDMs from the end of the instrument.
Average values of scores to the CPRS for each group are shown in the tables above and
shown differences in responses to the IDMs among each group. However, individual
results from the IDMs showed relatively low consistency across a majority of the 30
questions, as measured by Cronbach’s Alpha (a). On average, the 20 questions in the CPRS
demonstrated internal consistency below 0.346, and the 10 questions in the AICP averaged
0.466, indicating an unacceptable level of consistency across the survey items [112]. In
addition to these reliability issues, Phase II of the study had more compressed timelines
than Phase I; it was ultimately decided that the approximately 6-7 minutes required to
complete the IDM survey would be better served in conducting focus groups. Similarly,
the video activity was only conducted once in Phase II, with a group of five automation
engineers, mainly due to time constraints and the location of operator focus groups.
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Because most of the operator groups occurred on or near the shop floor, a monitor to view
the activity was not always available, and again, time was limited.
Next, the number of Likert scale questions was reduced from six to four. Although
this questionnaire demonstrated relatively low consistency figures (Cronbach’s a = 0.171
on average for the six questions), it was found during Phase I that these questions often
provided some of the best “discussion-starters” among focus groups. For this reason, they
remained on the survey instrument in a compressed format.
Chapter 7 Takeaways:
•

Nine focus groups were conducted with 55 stakeholders in the development
and procurement phases of automation adoption.

•

Themes triangulated between the focus groups that would be useful points of
interest in the second phase of the study during industrial case studies.

•

Automation culture was developed as concept to describe the structures that
enable automation strategy to be implemented throughout firms.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
8

FOCUS GROUPS – PHASE II

The “Implementation and Use” portion of the automation design chain was designated
as the focus of Phase II of the study. This effort used the areas of emphasis identified and
lessons learned during Phase I of the study to analyze automation implementation in-situ.
Specifically, it was hoped that themes gathered during the industrial case studies on
automation implementation would help further develop the three components of
“automation culture” theorized in Phase I. The following chapter outlines the case study
approach employed across the automation design chain, and the themes triangulated
between the three manufacturing firms of study.
8.1

Industrial Case Studies
Based on the themes generated from focus group data, and several of the items in

the survey instrument, a second phase of the study was commissioned to further understand
perspectives of automation in-situ using the case study methodology. These perspectives
could then be used to further identify best practices in developing and maintaining the
“automation culture” identified in previous chapters. Unlike the first phase of the study,
which focused on the development (academia) and procurement (automation firms) phases
of automation adoption, this second phase occurred directly with manufacturing firms –
the purchasers and end-users of automation technologies. Minor changes were made to the
survey instrument based on feedback given by participants in Phase I. As discussed
previously, these changes include the reduction of Likert scale questions from six to four,
the addition of the “manufacturing solutions” activity, and the deletion of both IDMs and
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video activity due to time constraints. The intent of focus group discussions also shifted
slightly, from talking to stakeholders generally about experiences with automation in
manufacturing, to their firms’ specific automation implementation process, their role in it,
and their current interactions with automation in their facilities. Additionally, Phase II of
the study also included individual interviews with key “decision-makers” in
manufacturing, due to the rich data achieved by combining focus groups with one-on-one
interviews [113,114].
To best apply the case study methodology, manufacturing firms of varying size,
location, industry, and current degree of automation were desired for inclusion as critical
cases. This approach is the basis of multiple-case studies, as theoretical replication means
studying cases that predict contrasting results for predictable reasons [115]. The
opportunity to select a cross-section of manufacturing firms came about through a
partnership with a consortium of domestic manufacturers focused on advanced robotics.
Through funds granted by the National Science Foundation, a collaboration with the
Advanced Robotics for Manufacturing Institute (ARM) started during Spring 2019.
ARM is a public-private partnership that aims to accelerate growth in the domestic
American manufacturing sector by facilitating projects focused on technological
innovation and workforce development. As part of the Manufacturing USA network, ARM
is supported by over $100 million in funding from 225 members and partners in academia,
industry, government, and economic development3. Of particular interest for this study was
the consortium of manufacturing firms. Stakeholders identified in the “automation design

3

Retrieved from http://arminstitute.org/about/; accessed on February 2, 2020
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chain” in Figure 3.1 are overlaid on the types organizations in the ARM network is shown
below in Figure 8.1.
Firm #2
Firm #3

October 2019
Southeast
West
Southeast

Firm #1

July 2019
Northeast

(N = 33)

(N = 18)

Implementation & Use

Development

March 2019
Southeast
Southeast

Automation
Development

Automation
Procurement

Implementation &
Use

•Academia
•Research &
Development
•Robotics Firms

•Manufacturing
Planners
•Automation Firms
•Systems Integrators

•Production
Management
•Production Support
•Operators

Procurement

(N = 39)

January 2019
Southeast

(N = 12)

Figure 8.1. An overlay of stakeholders identified in the “automation design chain” and
organizations identified for study within the ARM network, and those organization’s primary
locations in the U.S.A.

After an introductory discussion with ARM employees, a small fraction of ARM
companies was recruited for the study through emails sent by the membership program
manager, and approximately ten firms responded with initial interest. Materials used in
recruiting the firm can be found in Appendix E. After several follow-up discussions, three
firms were selected for inclusion in the study, based mainly on a firm’s willingness to allow
access to manufacturing locations and corporate automation support. While this would
appear to be a form of convenience sampling, recall that many uses of the multiple-case
study approach employ theoretical replication – not sampling logic [115]. Attempting to
collect a representative sample of cases of automation implementation would be
cumbersome and functionally impossible, given the long timespan of automation projects.
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Using replication logic, so long as the methodological approach and phenomena being
studied in each firm remains similar, useful comparisons can be drawn between each case
[115]. Summary details for the three firms selected for inclusion in the case study are shown
below in Table 8.1, along with information sourced from each firm’s social media pages4.
Table 8.1. Summary details for each industrial case study is shown.
Company

Firm #1

Firm #2

Firm #3

Industry

Building Materials

Automotive

Oil & Energy

Dates

Jul. 16 – 18, 2019

Sept. 27; Oct. 3-4, 2019

Oct. 16 – 18, 2019

Location

Northeastern U.S.

Southeastern U.S.

Western U.S.

Size

Small-to-medium
enterprise

Large enterprise

Large enterprise

Employees

201-500

10,000+

100,000+

Products

Sheet Metal for HVAC
applications; Ductwork,
Metal Joining, &
Sealants

Bearings, Driveline
Components, Steering
Systems, and
Mechatronics

Drilling, Perforating,
Well Testing, & Digital
Technologies

Duration
of Visit

2.5 days (consecutive)

3 days (over 2 weeks)

2 days (consecutive)

8.2

Focus Group Execution
For all three firms, focus group discussions followed the same general flow of

questions. Similar to the first phase of the study, the focus groups began with a short review
of the survey being completed. However, unlike the first phase, focus group discussions
were now aimed at the firm’s specific automation implementation process. Participants
were asked to self-report their role in five general phases of automation implementation:
1) project initiation, 2) gathering requirements, 3) system design and synthesis, 4) training

4

Retrieved from www.linkedin.com; accessed on January 21, 2020
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and implementation, and 5) sustained use. These five phases were modified from the
literature review of common approaches to manufacturing technology investment found in
[116], which identified four similar phases.
Like the focus groups from Phase I of the study, participants raised talking points
for conversation, as shown in Figure 8.2, and provided a general outline of the processes
firms typically followed while adopting automation.

Figure 8.2 Examples of talking points collected during focus groups in the second phase of the
study.

These points were written down and posted on a board for group discussion, and due to
confidentially concerns, are redacted in the figure below. They were also used as a
“jumping off point” for identifying challenges faced in the implementation process, as well
as opportunities for improvement. These “challenges” and “opportunities” would be key
inputs in identifying best practices for creating and supporting an effective automation
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culture. Discussion themes and organizational observations relevant to automation culture
were triangulated across the three firms and will be discussed later in Section 8.6.
8.3

Firm #1
The first industry (Firm #1) was small-to-medium enterprise that specialized in

making sheet metal products to support the HVAC industry. The firm was headquartered,
and had its largest manufacturing site, in the Northeastern United States; the firm was also
in the process of expanding facilities in the Midwestern United States. Due to the size of
the company, discussions with employees at every level of the company, including those
in the highest levels of management, took place at the same site in the Northeastern U.S.
The visit started with a tour of the entire facility, and focus groups occurred over the span
of two and a half days. Manufacturing at the firm was conducted by three separate business
entities which each had their own purview, but overall operations were owned by the same
parent company. Each business entity was made up three core employees: a manufacturing
engineering, a lean engineer, and a production manager. Other operational functions like
design engineering, maintenance technicians, and safety management were also
responsible for supporting the three business units. A total of 19 employees at Firm #1
were interviewed as a part of the study, either in a focus group or on an individual basis,
over the span of two and a half days. Out of those 19 employees, 18 also completed the
new survey instrument before participating in a focus group or being interviewed.
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Table 8.2. A summary of data collection methods and group distribution at Firm #1.
Level of Firm
Production Support
Production Management
Engineers/Directors

8.3.1

Employees
7
9
3

Focus Groups
1
3
1

Interviews
2
1
2

Discussion Themes
Due to confidentiality concerns, transcripts for the focus groups and interviews with

the three industry partners in Phase II will not be included in this analysis. However, the
discussions were recorded and transcribed so that prevalent themes gathered through
thematic analysis could be identified. At Firm #1, one major theme observed among every
focus group and interview at the company was the effect of the current “lean
transformation” happening at the firm. Lean is a manufacturing ideology that seeks to
minimize the waste created by non-value added activities, without sacrificing quality or
throughput [117–119]. In discussing the early phases of the firm’s automation
implementation process, employees saw this transition to lean manufacturing principles as
driving many of the automation efforts at the firm, and often equated automation with
“process improvement”. Another factor commonly mentioned while discussing the early
phases of automation adoption was ergonomic risk. Through various forms of automation
like lift assists and robotics, participants discussed how several ergonomically challenging
areas of their facility had been improved.
The next theme, often discussed with upper-level management and manufacturing
engineers, was the interplay between product design and automation. In several instances,
introducing automation in joining processes and laser cutting had greatly increased
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throughput, while also allowing for new and innovate product changes. Another regular
theme discussed in each group was the upstream and downstream effects of adopting
automation in their processes. Particularly important to the “sustained use” portion of
automation implementation, this theme came up when discussing the unintended
consequences of automation; a recent issue had arisen in areas of the plant that were lacking
the physical space to store finished products and was potentially delaying the installation
of faster automated equipment.
8.3.2

Organizational Findings
Several other prominent themes were discussed less often in focus group

discussions but were identified by higher-levels of management as critical factors in
automation implementation. One example of these themes was the union involvement at
the firm. Because the workers at the facility were organized, large scale replacement of
workers by automation was not feasible, and automating processes was sometimes
explored as a method of offsetting increases in union-determined compensation rates.
Another organizational factor influencing automation adoption was that this main facility
served as a “proving ground” of sorts for other locations within the company. The
automation efforts at this one site directly affected the operations at other locations and
informed the plant layout of the brownfield expansion being built in the Midwest.
Other organizational observations made was the firm’s comparatively rigid capital
expenditure system. Due to the company’s size and privately held status, large capital
expenditures flowed from production to management to the actual owners of the firm, who
discussed automation opportunities on a semi-quarterly basis. The innovation focus of the
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firm was also apparent in many of the discussions, but sometimes met resistance when the
technical and safety risks of implementing a new technology were considered, per a
conversation with the plant safety coordinator. Another organizational observation from
Firm #1 was the “jack of all trades” nature of engineers at the company. Because operations
were conducted by a small number of employees, the manufacturing engineer also serves
as the automation engineer, is responsible for continuous improvement, and serves in many
other cross-functional roles. In this regard, the only internal support for automation in the
firm was the collective engineering team, and engineering manager.
8.4

Firm #2
The second company included in the case study (Firm #2) was a large enterprise

that manufactured components for the automotive industry, a majority of which were
automotive bearings. The company included locations in several different countries, but
North American operations were headquartered in the Southeastern United States, with
several co-located manufacturing sites. Because of this proximity, focus groups and
interviews occurred in three separate visits, spread over a period of two weeks.
The first visit occurred to one of the manufacturing sites that specialized in
producing thrust bearings and consisted of a plant tour and discussions with the engineering
manager about recent automation efforts. The second visit occurred with an equipment
development group at the firm, which supported automation efforts at plants throughout
the company, and focused on the implementation of a new automated inspection frame.
The last visit occurred at one of the plants being supported by this corporate automation
group (same plant as the first visit) and focused on the plant’s perspective of the same
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recent automated inspection implementation. As shown in Table 8.3, a total of 14
employees at Firm #2 were interviewed as a part of the study, either in a focus group or on
an individual basis, over the span of three visits. Out of those 14 employees, 13 also
completed the new survey instrument before participating in a focus group or being
interviewed.
Table 8.3. A summary of data collection methods and group distribution at Firm #2.
Level of Firm
Production Support
Production Management
Engineers/Directors

8.4.1

Employees
4
5
5

Focus Groups
1
1
1

Interviews
1
1

Discussion Themes
Similar to the lean principles discussed in focus groups at Firm #1, employees at

Firm #2 very closely linked lean manufacturing with automation at their firms – although
this firm had implemented the lean methodology many years prior to Firm #1. It was also
evident by the automated equipment at the firm that the lean principles of jidoka and pokayoke heavily influenced systems design; these principles deal mainly with reducing defects
through methods like in-line inspection, or enhancing the operator’s ability to monitor
multiple pieces of equipment [119].
As discussed earlier, the company had sites in many different countries around the
world, and this also influenced the “design and synthesis” portion of automation adoption.
While discussing an automated inspection system in the facility, comments about the
differences in “correct” system design were made multiple times in all three focus groups.
Whether it be differences among individuals in corporate automation support and the plant,
or differences among employees located in internationally distributed sites, participants
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held strong views as to whether or not the automated system should have had a rotary or
linear design. Additionally, the idea of reusing successful designs from the past was
brought up by stakeholders in central automation support and in manufacturing
engineering. The last major theme focused on the implantation and training phase of
automation adoption. Before the development of a new automated inspection frame,
inspection at the facility was highly manual and relied on a team of several highly skilled
operators. However, those operators were now responsible for running hundreds of product
variants on the inspection frame, which was a large divergence in their job content.
8.4.2

Organizational Findings
Relevant organizational factors identified by higher-level management at the firm

dealt mainly with manufacturing’s role within the company, and product-specific factors.
The phrase “plants are for production” was used more than once to describe the idea that
manufacturing sites in Firm #2 were intended to focus solely on production, while systems
design and product development would occur in other portions of the company. Although
this sentiment is not uncommon in manufacturing firms, it poses a potential dilemma when
it comes to automation. Because manufacturing sites are the end-users of automation
technologies, it would seem problematic to have them largely excluded from systems
development. Nonetheless, Firm #2 had a central automation team that supports plants, but
no specific automation support at the plant-level.
Another organizational factor in automation adoption observed was the extremely
high product mix at the plant; each product variant followed a similar functional concept
(thrust bearings), but large variations in the diameter of bearings and other small features
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made automating processes very challenging. This high product mix also affected the
remaining organizational factors discussed by participants in the study. The firm followed
a stage-gate model for manufacturing equipment development, which specifies that defined
actions be completed at certain gates before a project can progress to the next stage [120].
A “hand-off” of automated equipment from the corporate automation support group and
the plant happened halfway through the roughly twenty gates in the process. Because of
this high product mix, system quality verification and equipment commissioning required
a very large amount of resources.
8.5

Firm #3
The last industry involved in the ARM study was a large multinational firm that

serviced the oil and energy industry. The company was based out of an urban area in the
Western United States, and the visit consisted of two separate manufacturing sites in the
first day, and a second day with corporate automation support at the company headquarters.
Traveling to two different manufacturing sites on the first day of the visit was one unique
aspect of this case, since the two sites represented two very different levels of automation.
However, the focus of the discussions with employees was the same at this firm as it was
for Firms #1 and #2: how the company implements automation (typically using a recent
implementation), and their role in it.
The first site has a highly automated facility that sought to separate human operators
from the product as much as possible due to safety concerns. The second site was a recently
acquired product group that required highly manual interactions with operators, although
the site was trying to implement more automated processes. The second day of the
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company visit occurred at the corporate headquarters and consisted of discussions with a
technology management group within the firm that provided automation support to
manufacturing sites. As shown in Table 8.4, a total of 19 employees at Firm #3 were
interviewed as a part of the study, either in a focus group or on an individual basis, over
the span of the site visit. Out of those 19 employees, 16 also completed the new survey
instrument before participating in a focus group or being interviewed.
Table 8.4. A summary of data collection methods and group distribution at Firm #3.
Level of Firm
Production Support
Production Management
Engineers/Directors

8.5.1

Employees
6
7
6

Focus Groups
3
2
1

Interviews
1
3

Discussion Themes
After completing the plant tours, much of the initial focus group discussion

concentrated on challenges stemming from inherent product characteristics. At the first
site, these product characteristics affected the safety of the operators, which was the main
reason given for the high level of automation at the facility. Product characteristics
affecting automation implementation at the second site were the highly customized features
of each product, and the one-off nature of the product variants. While the first
manufacturing plant visited produced hundreds of thousands of virtually the same product
annually, the second site produced only hundreds of products, which varied significantly
from order to order.
A second common theme of discussion during talks with production management
and automation engineers was the need to develop “larger impact” solutions with
automation. This idea stemmed from the fact that many of the manufacturing sites within
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the firm faced common manufacturing challenges. While one manufacturing site may have
an immediate need that they felt like an automated technology could address, corporate
automation support may explore the usability of that technology at many sites, before
investing a large amount of time and resources into the automation development. This
supposed dilemma was described by manufacturing engineers as the difference between
their firm carrying out complex automation installations that they called “science projects”
and purchasing more plug-and-play equipment that they viewed as feasible solutions.
8.5.2

Organizational Findings
Several organizational changes had recently occurred at Firm #3 that employees

recognized as affecting the firm’s automation implementation process. Within the past
decade, a restructuring of the firm’s technology management initiatives led to the creation
of a time focused on digitization and automation projects. This group had recently led select
manufacturing sites through a structured workshop to identify automation opportunities.
Additionally, the group had developed an automation-specific project management plan
within a few months of the visit for this study. Although the plan specified which
stakeholders would provide inputs and permissions at each phase of the automation
adoption process, employees reported adherence to the plan was dependent on the project
or personnel involved.
Like Firms #1 and #2, the role of manufacturing and product management within
the company was also a considerable factor in the design and implementation of
automation. Stakeholders in automation development discussed a recent success in a
collaboration between product management, corporate automation support, and a
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manufacturing site, but also stated that this was not always the case. While the firm’s
automation project management plan included a dedicated time for discussions between
manufacturing and product development about potential product modifications, it was
found that this dialogue occurred only in a select few instances. This was due, in part, the
design envelope for some products not allowing for design changes, or the lead-time
required for a certain product preventing the discussion from happening. Potential solutions
for increasing this dialogue will be presented in the following section.
8.6

Automation Culture Revisited
Building on the “automation culture” concept discussed in Phase I of the study,

triangulating discussion themes between the three firms provided several practices
conducive to this type of organizational culture, and certain practices that hindered it. As
discussed in Section 7.6, if “automation strategy” can describe how firms make decisions
regarding automation investment, then “automation culture” can be used to describe how
well these strategies are understood, accepted, and implemented throughout the firm.
Revisiting the three levels of organizational culture shown in Section 7.6, several of the
themes gathered in the multiple-case study pertained to artifacts, while most of the themes
deal with espoused values (strategy) and shared tacit assumptions (perceptions).
8.6.1

Obstacles versus Enablers
An effective automation culture enables efficient automation adoption and is made

up of best-practices that involve stakeholders across disciplines and departments. Using
this concept of automation culture, triangulated themes between case studies will be split
into two categories: obstacles to an effective automation culture, and enablers of an
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effective automation culture. A summary table displaying each theme and its most relevant
stage of automation adoption is shown below in Table 8.5.

5) Sustained Use

4) Training and
Implementation

3) Design and
Synthesis

2) Gathering
Requirements

1) Project Initiation

Table 8.5. Relevance during the five phases of automation adoption is shown for each
"obstacle" and "enabler".

Solutions vs. “science projects”

Obstacles

"This has/has not worked in the past"
Plant resource limitations & physical
infrastructure
Geographically distributed sites & “correct”
layout
Misaligned levels of automation
Manufacturing/Product Development
relationship
Allowing efforts to automate to influence
product design

Enablers

“This will help me do my job better”
Root cause before improvement
Effective coexistence of "lean” and automation
Specific automation project management
Augmentation of human ability, versus
replacement
Based on the focus groups and interviews at the three
firms, the shading of each box indicates its relevance
to each of the five phases of automation
implementation:

Not Relevant
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Slightly Relevant

Very Relevant

These twelve obstacles and enablers were observed in varying degrees at each of the three
firms in the study. They could serve as helpful guidelines for firms evaluating their
practices concerning automation, and a how firm can foster an effective automation culture.
8.6.1.1

Obstacles to Automation Adoption

Solutions vs. “science projects”
This theme was observed as a perception of automation that defined how a firm should
prioritize automation opportunities. Given the typically large amount of resources required
for even “small” automation projects, a firm may experience difficulties in prioritizing
automation opportunities. Especially when firms employ teams of corporate automation
support, a tension exists between building custom solutions to meet the immediate needs
of one production site, versus developing wide-reaching solutions that meet the needs of
many different sites. When a particular production site perceives that an automation effort
is being developed as a wide-reaching solution (and will not fix their immediate pain
points), stakeholders may begin to view the project as more of a “science project” or
“corporate shortcut”, than a beneficial improvement.
“This has/has not worked in the past.”
Another perception of automation observed as an obstacle during the case studies was the
effect of historical successes and failure with automation at a firm. In many of these cases,
these challenges were tied to a specific type of automation. For example, in a facility where
six-axis robots have previously performed a task in a sub-optimal way, stakeholders may
be wary of employing them in another area of the facility. However, employing automation
in separate areas of a manufacturing site should be treated as a totally independent event –
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apart from the expertise developed in the previous implementation. This was described by
several engineers and technicians in the case study as “being burned” by a technology or
standard process design at their firm.
Apparent resource limitations & physical infrastructure
In a facility where space is limited, some firms may lack the square footage to implement
a large caged-robot, for example. Until close-proximity robotics become more viable,
implementing systems with a large infrastructure footprint may require the expensive
reorganizing of facilities. This challenge with the physical infrastructure of a facility may
also be seen in physically integrating robotics solutions with existing equipment. Although
automation might provide a functional improvement to nonvalue-added tasks in a process,
it may be too time and resource consuming to integrate automation with the value-added
tasks. For example, if a certain piece of specialized equipment provides a firm with a
competitive advantage, they are unlikely to be willing to modify a process just to
accommodate robotic material handling.
Geographically distributed sites & “correct” layout
In many manufacturing enterprises, suppliers, internal customers, and other business
functions may be located in largely different regions of the world. Not only does this
introduce potential logistics challenges, but it also brings about several challenges in
maintaining an automation culture. As shown below in Figure 8.3, one example of this
obstacle was a difference in opinion concerning the layout of machines in a rotary versus
linear fashion. By most metrics, either design could meet the desired cycle time, but
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participants reported that organizational factors were the primary reason a new set of
machines would have the linear layout.

Rotary Product Flow
-More familiar to
facility personnel
-Less wear on
equipment
-Space efficient

Linear Product Flow
-Preferred by
management
-Better suited for
monitoring many
machines

Figure 8.3. The general differences between the rotary and linear machine layouts are shown.

Manufacturing sites located in different countries will obviously have different “plant
cultures”, but the same may also be said of sites on opposite sides of the same town. These
cultural differences can lead to misalignment over how a plant, and its accompanying
automated systems, should look and function. Effective automation culture can help bring
these stakeholders back into alignment, by clarifying espoused values as to how automation
“should look” or “should perform.” This phenomenon is similar to the “solutions versus
science projects” dilemma discussed earlier, but this obstacle refers specifically to who has
decision-making power in systems design.
Misaligned levels of automation
This obstacle was observed when manufacturing stakeholders have a very high standard
for what “counts as” automation. For example, in this perception of automation, systems
that appear to be simply mechanized or not requiring specific programming or electronics
support are viewed as “not intelligent” or not being “very automated.” This was observed
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in a manufacturing site in the study which had a high-degree of automation, but the
individuals with longer tenures in their industry viewed their equipment as “only low-level
automation.” One of the production managers went as far as stating that “none of this is
automated.” However, they still may need specific automation support separate from
typical equipment maintenance. Additionally, misalignment may occur when the other
users of the system in the manufacturing site perceive the system as highly automated,
which introduces a host of human factors considerations.
Manufacturing/Product Development relationship
Depending on the particular product line or industry served by the firm, tensions between
stakeholders in manufacturing and product development can hinder a facility’s ability to
automate certain processes. Product development groups, by definition, hold the most
authority in making decisions related to product design; however, manufacturing
stakeholders can provide valuable inputs into product design considerations for improving
throughput and reducing defects. The artifacts identified in this obstacle to effective
automation culture are the product in question, and a firm’s formal product design process.
Although not every product variant can be modified, even slightly, due to customer
requirements, Design for Manufacturing or Design for Automated Assembly methods can
significantly reduce the effort needed to automate some manufacturing tasks.
8.6.1.2

Enablers to Automation Adoption

Allowing efforts to automate to influence product design
This enabler is the “foil” to the Manufacturing/Product Development dilemma discussed
above. Although design modifications are not possible in every case, this opportunity can
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often be overlooked in an effort to implement an advanced manufacturing solution.
Increasing dialogue around opportunities to improve the manufacturability of a product can
decrease the time and resources needed to automate a process. Preferably, project
management plans would include a phase to explore the possibility of employing Design
for Manufacturing (DFM) and Design for Automated Assembly (DFAA) methods. This
enabler also requires a certain shift in espoused values and shared beliefs with regard to
DFM/DFAA. Namely, that there is a difference between rigorously practicing DFM
methodologies, versus DFM being “more said than done [121].” Reviewing a product for
DFM considerations is not “fault finding”, nor does it necessarily mean the product is being
degrading in some way. Rather, as shown in Figure 8.4, improving the manufacturability
of the product can simultaneously lower the technical risk involved in automating the
process used for manufacturing, helping the design iteration reach an optimal amount of
improvement.

Process
Technical Risk
Improvement
Optimum
Product
Manufacturability
Figure 8.4. The application of DFM/DFA methods in product design can lower the technical
risk required to reach an optimal level of improvement.

“This will help me do my job better”
While referencing systems in their facilities that a majority of stakeholders agreed was a
“good” example of automation, operators spoke very highly of systems that replaced tasks
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that they did not prefer performing. Even if the automated system was partially replacing
portions of their job, operators seemed content to work with a system that they perceived
would help them do their work more efficiently. This mirrors conversations during focus
groups with Automation Firm II, which highlighted the large number of firms automating
particular tasks because they could not find people willing to do them. While managing
any production change may be difficult, highlighting an improved working environment
(however small the improvement may be) as an espoused company value can aid in the
successful rollout of an automation project.
Root cause before improvement
In identifying opportunities to automate problematic processes in a facility, one key
observation was ensuring that the root cause of the system issue was addressed before
automating. Automation may reduce the human error being contributed to a system, but no
amount of automation will “fix” an issue like poor supplier quality. Additionally, creating
artifacts, like the methodical recording of initial design requirements of automated systems,
can help maintain the scope of automation projects. Like most large capital expenditures
in manufacturing, automation projects tend to extend over long periods of time. In one of
the firms included in the case study, the most recent automation project in the firm had
been initiated in 2015 – nearly five years ago. As one stakeholder put it, stringent
documentation of initial system requirements can ensure “you solve the problem you set
out to solve in the first place.”
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Effective coexistence of “lean” and automation
As many companies view lean manufacturing as purely a method of cost-reduction,
employing automated systems with a relatively high up-front cost may seem
counterintuitive. However, the actual intention of lean – reducing waste in all its forms –
can be enhanced by automation [122]. Consider a situation observed during the study, in
which a firm automated a process, but humans remained in the system to monitor aspects
like quality or safety. In this scenario, resources were spent to automate the system, while
labor costs remain similar – hardly a reduction in waste. The lean principle of jidoka, on
the other hand, would recommend humans should be monitoring automation only when
the automated system (or systems) performs in a way that is faster, or more reliable than
the human operator. When properly understood, many lean principles can actually enhance
a firm’s automation efforts.
Specific automation project management
Many manufacturing firms employ some form of project management during automation
implementation, but it is most likely no different than the project management paths
followed during any process improvement. In this case study, only one of the three firms
had a project management structure specific to automation. The first had a capital
expenditure that was followed for any facility or equipment investment over a certain dollar
amount. The stage-gate model followed by the second firm included automation
implementation, but also included any other large equipment investments. However, the
third firm had an automation project management plan with specific steps for considering
DFM/DFA, and specific personnel needed to approve/consent decisions at each process
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step. As automated systems become increasingly complex collaborations of people and
machines, specific automation considerations, such as human factors techniques for
maintaining operator skillsets, will be useful in effectively implementing automation.
Augmentation of human ability, versus replacement
Many new computational methods like machine learning show promise in replacing
cognitive tasks previously performed exclusively by humans. However, one alternative,
potentially more cost-effective, approach could be to employ some other technology that
augments human ability. For example, machine vision has been proposed in many quality
assurance settings to decrease missed defects, but some often-missed defects could also be
efficiently identified by humans with the aid of camera magnification or a hand tool like
an endoscope. This augmentation approach may also help to mitigate the effects of the
“solutions versus science projects” obstacle discussed above, as systems with lower levels
of automation are typically less expensive and take less time to implement. Firms with
corporate automation groups can especially take advantage of these shorter timelines for
implementation. As observed in the case study, these “quick wins” can help build equity
with the plants and corporate automation support, especially during longer, more complex
automation implementations.
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Chapter 8 Takeaways:
•

Using a similar approach from the first phase, Phase II focused on the
stakeholders in automation implementation within manufacturing firms.

•

Using interviews and focus groups, common themes concerning stakeholder
perceptions in automation implementation were triangulated.

•

The themes were then classified as either “obstacles” or “enablers” to
efficient automation adoption.
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CHAPTER NINE
9

CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK

Upon completion of the study, several conclusions may be drawn from the 102 survey
responses and the triangulated themes between the 22 focus groups and 12 interviews
conducted. Based on these exploratory findings, recommendations will be made for
engineering education, technical programs, and production/technology management.
Findings from focus groups were also found to be useful in fostering an organizational
environment conducive to efficient automation adoption.
The first two chapters of this thesis provided personal motivations for research on
automation, and a background of automation implementation in manufacturing. Chapter
Three detailed the framework used for identifying participants at various phases of
automation adoption in manufacturing. Classifications by job function were used to cluster
the participants into four groups: Students, Engineers/Directors, Production Management,
and Production Support. Chapter Four outlined the two main methods employed in the
study – surveys and focus groups. Surveys were used mainly to generate dialogue during
focus groups, which were carefully moderated to allow participants to discuss their own
perceptions of automation in manufacturing.
Chapter Five discussed the distribution of responses to open-ended questions in the
survey among the 102 participants. Specific trends among each of the groups showed
differences in perceptions of automation for predictable reasons. Chapter Six detailed the
video activity included in the survey and provided insights into how stakeholders
understood relative levels of automation. Chapter Seven summarized focus group findings
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from Phase I of the study, which include the link between organizations and perceptions of
automation, potential system design biases, and the concept of “automation culture.” This
idea of automation culture is expounded upon in Chapter Eight, where themes from a
multiple-case study were discussed. Themes triangulated between cases are provided as
guidelines to promoting an effective automation culture within a firm.
9.1

Conclusions for Research Questions
In this section, specific conclusions will be drawn for the research questions

discussed in Chapter Two. Recall that the first research question (RQ1) drove the analysis
at a high-level, while the two sub-questions (RQ1.1 and RQ1.2) were specific drilldowns
of the larger research question.
RQ1: How do stakeholder perceptions of automation influence the
implementation and use of automation technology in manufacturing?
Results from the study suggest that perceptions of automation have the potential to
affect the behavior of system designers, and the decisions made by individuals in
manufacturing firms. Additionally, a link between an individual’s specific exposure to
certain types of automation, and their outlook on which processes in their facility were
most suitable to automate was observed. The concept of automation culture was defined in
response to scenarios of employees “essentially rejecting” an automation decision made by
management. This concept was identified as a component of an organization’s broader
culture, and described how automation strategies are understood, accepted, and
implemented throughout the firm. Practices that either hinder or enable this type of
organizational culture were discussed in further detail in Chapter Eight, focusing mainly
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on certain espoused values and tacit assumptions held by employees of manufacturing
firms. These practices are a starting point to continue research on what defines “good” and
“bad” automation. Strategies for further study of this concept will be discussed as a future
research direction in Section 9.2.
RQ1.1: How do stakeholder perceptions of automation differ across
different educational backgrounds?
One useful comparison for identifying variations of automation perceptions was
considering differences between individuals with differing types of education. First, the
undergraduate and graduate mechanical engineering students exhibited behaviors that were
not widely observed in other groups. In the video activity, a large majority of respondents
were mechanical engineering students. A large portion of student responses to the activity
demonstrated a view of automation that underplayed the potential for cognitive automation
– probably due to a lack of experience in programming and the predominant electronics
used in automation. Perhaps counterintuitively, focus group discussions referencing this
activity showed that while some engineering students took a functional decomposition
approach to assessing LoA, it was the technical maintenance students who most often
discussed automation at the “systems-level.” By combining these focus group comments
with survey data, it was shown that many of the engineering students in the sample had a
singular view of automation – namely, they held that automation in manufacturing meant
the total replacement of people.
Given the potential of and need for complex human-machine collaboration in the
era of Industry 4.0, it is recommended that students in mechanical engineering curricula
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aiming to contribute to manufacturing systems be trained in two “non-traditional” areas of
focus: the electronics and programming necessary for industrial automation, and the human
factors aspects of function allocation and system performance. It was observed in this study
that even if students are not formally trained in these disciplines, individuals with
mechanical engineering backgrounds work in various roles within manufacturing firms.
They are often responsible for developing and interfacing with these skills in
manufacturing – regardless of their education. It is believed that these two additions to
traditional curricula may aid in a more holistic view of the current state of automation in
manufacturing, and the future of manufacturing going forward.
In discussions with technical maintenance students, there was a unique focus on
automation’s effects on the safety of workers (both positive and negative), and the ethical
concerns raised by technological unemployment. These concerns were especially personal
to these technical maintenance students, since all but one of them were already working in
manufacturing. This mirrors the comments made by a safety coordinator at a firm in Phase
II of the study, who was particularly distressed by the lack of mandatory regulations for
collaborative robotics. Based on these concerns, it is recommended that students in these
technical programs receive some exposure to the inherent safety mechanisms built-in to
many of the collaborative automation applications currently being deployed in industry.
This may help mitigate some of these safety concerns, as well as empower students to
contribute to their firm’s safety initiatives.
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RQ1.2: How do employee perceptions of automation differ across the
different strata of a company?
When studying the perceptions held by employees at different levels of each
manufacturing firm, a few key findings were identified. First, employees at lower levels of
the firms tended to view automation in a more personal way, as demonstrated by their
survey responses and focus group comments. This personal view of automation could
affect the firm both negatively and positively, depending how it is managed. One the one
hand, automating certain tasks that employees previously viewed as their major
contributions could negatively affect relationships between production management and
operators. However, on the other hand, this personal view can be used to enhance the work
being done by operators, as discussed in the enablers to effective automation culture.
Conversely, individuals at higher levels of firms were more likely to view
automation as an organizational tool, which was also found to have a polarizing dual-effect.
When studying individuals involved in engineering design or production management, this
polarizing effect was highly dependent on their past experiences with a certain type of
automated technology. These experiences could lead major skepticism in the utility of a
system (as in the case of the “solutions vs. science projects” dilemma), or an apparent
overreliance on automation as an improvement mechanism, as discussed in the design
biases. Further study of these design decisions is outlined in the future opportunities.
9.2

Potential Future Work
Due to the exploratory nature of this research, a number of future research

opportunities were raised. First, long timescales were required for many of the automation
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implementations examined in this study (taking place over approximately 2-3 years).
However, discussions at manufacturing firms took place over 2-3 days, and typically
focused on more recently completed projects. One resulting limitation from this was that
the steps between opportunity identification and the physical rollout of the automated
system could not be observed directly. To identify how individual perceptions may directly
prompt specific design approaches or management practices, a more long-term
ethnographic approach would be most appropriate. Although it would be extremely timeintensive, this methodological approach would an observer to see all of the intermediate
steps in automation implementation.
Another research opportunity raised by this analysis is the potential “in-group/out
group” behavior that can form between manufacturing sites and the corporate functional
groups that support them. This idea was first raised when conducting a preliminary
investigation into focus group transcripts using the LIWC software. LIWC, or Linguistic
Inquiry and Word Count, is a computerized text analysis tool that examines word usage
against a series of over 80 “dictionaries.” High-levels of word usage in a particular
dictionary or category have been shown to correlate with certain psychological constructs
[123]. Specifically, early analysis observed the use of pronouns like “we/us/ours” by
personnel working in manufacturing sites versus stakeholders at the corporate level
predominantly using “they/them/theirs” when discussing automation. This type of disparity
may serve as another direction for similar qualitative studies in manufacturing.
Lastly, future research may benefit from the inclusion of stakeholders from other
disciplines that heavily interact with automation (psychology, industrial engineering,
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electrical engineering). While the sample of stakeholders in Phase II of the study
represented a diverse set of educational backgrounds, the background of a majority of
participants in this study was mechanical engineering, in both academia and industry.
However, several observations were made with regard to different aspects of education,
including additions to traditional engineering curricula. Gathering perspectives from
stakeholders across an even larger set of disciplines may provide more insight into the
skillsets engineers will need in the future state of manufacturing.
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APPENDIX A: VERSIONS OF SURVEY QUESTIONS
A.1

Student’s Demographic Survey

Please answer each question by only marking one box per question.

1. What is/was your B.S. major?
¨ Mechanical Engineering

¨ Electrical Engineering ¨ Industrial Engineering ¨ Other: __________________

2. If you are a graduate student, what is your graduate major?
¨ Mechanical Engineering

¨ Electrical Engineering ¨ Industrial Engineering ¨ N/A

3. What is your age? _______________ ¨ Decline to answer

4. How many years of uninterrupted full-time work in engineering activities have you had? _______________
a. What was your job title during that time? ________________________ ¨ N/A

5. Have you had an engineering internship/co-op?

¨ Yes

a. Did you ever have a manufacturing related role?

¨ No

¨ Yes

¨ Decline to answer

¨ No

b. In what type of industry was your internship/co-op in? ________________________

1
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¨ I’m not sure

A.2

Engineer’s Demographic Survey

Please answer each question by only marking one box per question.

1. Highest Level of Education Completed:
▢Some high school

▢High school diploma/GED

▢Some college

▢B.S./B.A.

▢Technical degree
▢M.S./M.A.

2. If you have completed some type of technical degree/certificate, what discipline was it in?
________________________________

¨ N/A

3. What was your B.S. major?
¨ Mechanical Engineering

¨ Electrical Engineering ¨ Industrial Engineering ¨ Other: __________________

¨ N/A
4. Did you have any graduate education?
¨ Yes

¨ No

¨ Other: ____________________

5. If yes, what was your M.S./PhD major?
¨ Mechanical Engineering

¨ Electrical Engineering ¨ Industrial Engineering ¨ Other: __________________

¨ N/A
6. In what year did you complete your most recent degree? ___________________
7. What is your age? _______________ ¨ Decline to Answer

8. How many years of uninterrupted full-time work in manufacturing have you had? _______________
a. How many of those years were at this company? ________________

1
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A.3

Operator’s/Technician’s Demographic Survey

Please answer each question by only marking one box per question.

1. Have you completed any other education besides your current program? If so, identify the discipline.

¨ No

¨ Technical degree: ____________________
¨ Certificate: ____________________

¨ Some college: ____________________
¨ Other: ______________________

2. In what year did you complete your most recent degree/certificate? ___________________

3. What is your age? _______________ ¨ Decline to Answer

4. How many years of full-time work in manufacturing activities have you had total? _________________

5. Do you currently work in a manufacturing setting?

¨ Yes

¨ No

a. If yes, what is your current job title? ______________________________

b. If yes, what type of industry do you work in? ______________________________

1
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A.4

Shared Questions

Open-Ended Questions
1) In one to two sentences, define the word “automation.”

2) In one to two sentences, describe the future of manufacturing – indicate the timeline of events using the
box in the lower right-hand corner.

This version of the future will occur within (choose one):
▢ <5 years ▢ 5-10 years ▢ 10-15 years ▢ 15+ years

2
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3) In one sentence, describe the biggest advantage of having a human complete a task in manufacturing:
Biggest Advantage of Humans (in one sentence):

4) In one sentence, describe the biggest advantage of having automated tasks in manufacturing:
Biggest Advantage of Automation (in one sentence):

5) To describe your day-to-day job responsibilities in a manufacturing firm, check the boxes of the all the
activities below that you think would most apply to your job.
▢ Analyze large sets of
data to reach
conclusions

▢ Develop trust
between groups of
people

▢ Lift & transport heavy
objects

▢ Adjust to changing
market conditions

▢ Consider the
emotions & feelings of
other people

▢ Complete fully
manual tasks

▢ Come up with
creative & new ideas

▢ Apply lessons
learned from experience

▢ Repeat a task many
times

▢ Contribute to a
company culture

▢ Monitor systems with
a human-machine
interface

▢ Critical decision
making in the moment

3
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Survey Questions
Please answer each question by only marking one box per question.
1) There are things that humans are capable of that machines will never be able to do.
▢ Strongly Disagree ▢ Disagree

▢ Slightly Disagree

▢ Slightly Agree

▢ Agree

▢ Strongly Agree

2) If there is a decline in manufacturing jobs in the United States, automation will be the main cause.
▢ Strongly Disagree ▢ Disagree

▢ Slightly Disagree

▢ Slightly Agree

▢ Agree

▢ Strongly Agree

3) Besides safety, manufacturing firms should pursue productivity above everything else.
▢ Strongly Disagree ▢ Disagree

▢ Slightly Disagree

▢ Slightly Agree

▢ Agree

▢ Strongly Agree

4) Automated systems should be designed around human abilities, and not necessarily production metrics.
▢ Strongly Disagree ▢ Disagree

▢ Slightly Disagree

▢ Slightly Agree

▢ Agree

▢ Strongly Agree

5) Machine learning and artificial intelligence will eventually be able to replicate any human task.
▢ Strongly Disagree ▢ Disagree

▢ Slightly Disagree

▢ Slightly Agree

▢ Agree

▢ Strongly Agree

6) Automating a process will always increase the productivity of a manufacturing firm.
▢ Strongly Disagree ▢ Disagree

▢ Slightly Disagree

4
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▢ Slightly Agree

▢ Agree

▢ Strongly Agree

Video Activity
Following the example below, rate the tasks shown in each video by marking the line in exactly one spot.
Totally Manual

Totally Automated

1)
Totally Manual

Totally Automated

Totally Manual

Totally Automated

Totally Manual

Totally Automated

Totally Manual

Totally Automated

Totally Manual

Totally Automated

2)

3)

4)

5)

5
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A.5

Manufacturing Solutions Activity

Read each scenario in the left-hand column. Using the boxes provided in the right-hand column, choose
the option that best describes your solution to the manufacturing need in the left-hand column. There are
no wrong answers.
Scenario for Improvement
Context: The final coat of paint on an
automobile body has started showing
undesirable defects.
Need: Each paint job needs to be
verified for quality before moving on
to the next station.
Context: A group of operators has
become very good at producing a
high-selling main product, which has
created a market for many product
off-shoots.
Need: A large number of different
product types need to be produced in
the same facility.
Context: In an older assembly plant,
there is only a handful of human
workers left in the entire facility.

Need: Final inspection needs to be
done faster and more effectively.

Context: A recent installation of
robots has increased the speed and
efficiency of a product.
Need: Maintenance technicians need
better feedback about breakdowns to
effectively do their job.
Context: Due to a new competitor
entering the market, any new costs
introduced are very sensitive.
Need: The volume of products
produced needs to increase by a
large amount.

My solution would best be described as…

▢
Human (Fully
Manual)

▢
Human &
Machine
Sharing Tasks

▢
Human Only
Monitoring
Automation

▢
Automation
(Fully
Automatic)

▢
Human (Fully
Manual)

▢
Human &
Machine
Sharing Tasks

▢
Human Only
Monitoring
Automation

▢
Automation
(Fully
Automatic)

▢
Human (Fully
Manual)

▢
Human &
Machine
Sharing Tasks

▢
Human Only
Monitoring
Automation

▢
Automation
(Fully
Automatic)

▢
Human (Fully
Manual)

▢
Human &
Machine
Sharing Tasks

▢
Human Only
Monitoring
Automation

▢
Automation
(Fully
Automatic)

▢
Human (Fully
Manual)

▢
Human &
Machine
Sharing Tasks

▢
Human Only
Monitoring
Automation

▢
Automation
(Fully
Automatic)

4
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Monitoring/sensing/perception

Adapting/change

Cognitive skill/thinking

163

Communication

the ability to monitor the process
occuring beyond a certain set of
defined variables

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Monitoring

Stop Word

see
visual
inspect
quality
feel
sens
check
look
observe
eye
monitor
adjust
adapt
flexi
unexpec
unpredict
alter
unforse
change
than
varia
react
critical
reason
think
control
creativ
complex
intricat
difficult
describ
communi
talk
interact
tell
feedback
manag
CODE

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Critical thinking

a human possesses the advanced
reasoning that machines currently
lack.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Adaptability/Flexibility

humans are able to adapt to larger
variances in repetetive operations,
whereas machines need this to be
consistent.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Ethics

having a low-skill job for someone.

see
visual
inspect
quality
feel
sens
check
look
observe
eye
monitor
adjust
adapt
flexi
unexpec
unpredict
alter
unforse
change
than
varia
react
critical
reason
think
control
creativ
complex
intricat
difficult
describ
communi
talk
interact
tell
feedback
manag

Stop Word
6
3
4
12
5
1
3
1
2
4
1
4
10
11
6
1
1
4
6
3
3
4
3
2
5
8
2
4
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1

Total
Frequency
for 102
Responses

B.1

Exemplar Responses

APPENDIX B: CONTENT ANALYSIS SCHEMA
Human Advantages Sample Content Analysis

Production Metrics

Cost Related

Time

Safety
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Changes

automation is predictable in
processes and consistent in
results

0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Consistent/Reliability

Stop Word

efficien
consist
accur
repet
precis
repeat
reliab
qualit
cost
hour
vacat
sick
money
speed
fast
time
throughp
safe
ergo
enviro
injur
risk
increase
minim
less
reduce
eliminat
operator
human
labor
person
CODE

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
Speed of production

automated processes can usually
be performed faster than any
human could do it.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
Improved working environment

remove human from hazardous
environment

Exemplar Responses

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
Producing with less people

simply not dealing with human
emotion
efficien
consist
accur
repet
precis
repeat
reliab
qualit
cost
hour
vacat
sick
money
speed
fast
time
throughp
safe
ergo
enviro
injur
risk
increase
minim
less
reduce
eliminat
operator
human
labor
person

Stop Word

8
16
4
5
12
19
3
10
7
2
1
1
3
11
8
11
2
6
3
3
2
1
7
3
9
3
5
2
20
7
4

Total
Frequency
for 102
Responses

B.2
Automation Advantages Sample Content Analysis

replace

task

human

labor

control

device

robot

equipment

technology

machine

mechani-

manufacturing

process

Literature Definitions Content Analysis

augment

B.3

“…to replace human manual control, planning and problem
solving by automatic devices and computers.”

1

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

“…systems or methods in which many of the processes of
production are automatically performed or controlled by
autonomous machines or electronic devices.”

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

Parasuraman et al.
(2000)

“…a device or a system that accomplishes (partially or fully) a
function that was previously, or conceivably could be, carried out
(partially or fully) by a human operator.” or “the machine execution
of functions.”

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

4

Lee & See (2004)

“technology that actively selects data, transforms information,
makes decisions, or controls processes.”

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

5

Wickens et al. (2004)

“…a machine (nowadays often a computer) assumes a task that is
otherwise performed by the human operator.”

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

6

G.L. Huyett (2013)

“approach under which all or part of a machining or manufacturing
process is accomplished…without further human intervention.”

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

7

Haldane (2015)

“labor-saving technologies…capital substitutes for labor, machine
for man.”

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

8

Bessen (2016)

“automation of an occupation happens when machines take over
one or more tasks, either completely performing those tasks or
reducing the human labor time needed to perform them.”

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

9

Oesterreich &
Teuteberg (2016)

“ substitution of labor-intensive processes through the use of
robotics or automated workflows; the automated tracking of
equipment and materials.”

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

10

Lawrence, Roberts, &
King (2017)

“…the substitution of labor by capital, reducing or eliminating the
need for people to perform specific tasks in the production
process. as well as replacing the need for human labor, it can
augment the capabilities of, and demand for, human effort and

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

11

McKinsey & Company
(2017)

“…[technologies including] robotics (machines that perform
physical activities) and artificial intelligence (software algorithms
that perform calculations and cognitive activities).”

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

12

Acemoglu & Restrepo
(2018)

“the introduction of new machinery to perform tasks that were
previously the domain of human labor.” or “an expansion in the
set of tasks that can be produced with capital.”

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

13

International Society of “the creation and application of technology to monitor and control
Automation (2018)
the production and delivery of products and services.”

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

Source

1

Bainbridge (1983)

2

Billings (1997)

3

Definition of Automation
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Definition of Automation

replace

augment

task

human

labor

control

device

robot

equipment

technology

machine

mechani-

manufacturing

process

Manufacturing
Automation Magazine
(2018)

“the conversion to and implementation of procedures, processes
or equipment by automated means.” or “industrial open or closedloop control system in which manual operation of control is
replaced by servo operation.”

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

“a system that includes controllers executing machine control, an
extensive line-up of i/o devices and software products to support
many applications.”

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

“the use or introduction of automatic equipment in a
manufacturing or other process or facility.”

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

replace

augment

task

human

labor

control

device

robot

equipment

technology

machine

mechani-

manufacturing

process

14

Source

5

1

5 12 6

9

6

2

4

“automatically controlled operation of an apparatus, process, or

15 Merriam-Webster (2018) system by mechanical or electronic devices that take the place of
human labor.”

16

OMRON (2018)

17

Oxford (2018)

John Diebold,

a means of organizing or controlling production processes to

18 President, John Diebold achieve optimum use of all production resources – mechanical,

material, and human. automation means optimization of our
business and industrial activities.
automation is a new word, and to many people it has become a
Marshall G. Nuance, VP scare word. yet it is not essentially different from the process of
, York Corp.
improving methods of production which has been going on
throughout human history.
when i speak of automation, i am referring to the use of
James B. Carey,
mechanical and electronic devices, rather than human workers, to
President, International regulate and control the operation of machines. in that sense,
Union of Electrical
automation represents something rad- ically different from the
Workers
mere extension of mechanization. automation is a new
technology. arising from electronics and electrical engineering.
Joseph A. Beirne,
we in the telephone industry have lived with mechanization and its
President,
successor automation for many years.
Communications
Workers of America
automation is simply a phrase coined, i believe, by del harder of
Robert C. Tait, Senior
ford motor co. in describing their recent supermechanization which
VP, General Dynamics
represents an extension of technological progress beyond what
Corp
has formerly been known as mechanization.
Robert W. Burgess,
automation is a new word for a now familiar process of expanding
Director, Census,
the types of work in which machinery is used to do tasks faster, or
Department of
better, or in greater quantity.
Commerce
the automatic handling of parts between progressive production
D.J. Davis, VP
processes. it is the result of better planning, improved tooling, and
Manufacturing, Ford
the application of more efficient manufacturing methods, which
Motor Co.
take full advantage of the progress made by the machine-tool and
equipment industries.
automation is a more recent term for mechanization, which has
Don G. Mitchell,
been go- ing on since the industrial revolution began. automation
President, Sylvania
comes in bits and pieces. first the automation of a simple process,
Electric Products, Inc.
and then gradually a tying together of several processes to get a
group of subassembly complete.

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

TOTALS

& Associates, Inc.
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6 12 6

10 13

APPENDIX C: COMBINED CPRS/AICP

Please read each statement carefully and select the one response that you feel most accurately
describes your views and experiences. THERE ARE NO RIGHT OR WRONG ANSWERS. Please
answer honestly and do not skip any questions.

1

Manually sorting through card catalogues is more reliable than computer-aided searches for
finding items in a library.
▢ Strongly Disagree ▢ Disagree ▢ Undecided ▢ Agree ▢ Strongly Agree

2

If I need to have a tumor in my body removed, I would choose to undergo computer-aided
surgery using laser technology because computerized surgery is more reliable and safer than
manual surgery.
▢ Strongly Disagree ▢ Disagree ▢ Undecided ▢ Agree ▢ Strongly Agree

3

When I have a lot to do, it makes sense to delegate a task to automation.
▢ Strongly Disagree ▢ Disagree ▢ Undecided ▢ Agree ▢ Strongly Agree

4

People save time by using automatic teller machines (ATMs) rather than a bank teller in making
transactions.
▢ Strongly Disagree ▢ Disagree ▢ Undecided ▢ Agree ▢ Strongly Agree

5

I do not trust automated devices such as ATMs and computerized online reservation systems.
▢ Strongly Disagree ▢ Disagree ▢ Undecided ▢ Agree ▢ Strongly Agree

6

If life were busy, I would let an automated system handle some tasks for me.
▢ Strongly Disagree ▢ Disagree ▢ Undecided ▢ Agree ▢ Strongly Agree

7

People who work frequently with automated devices have lower job satisfaction because they
feel less involved in their job than those who work manually.
▢ Strongly Disagree ▢ Disagree ▢ Undecided ▢ Agree ▢ Strongly Agree
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8

I feel safer depositing my money at an ATM than with a human teller.
▢ Strongly Disagree ▢ Disagree ▢ Undecided ▢ Agree ▢ Strongly Agree

9

Automation should be used to ease people’s workload.
▢ Strongly Disagree ▢ Disagree ▢ Undecided ▢ Agree ▢ Strongly Agree

10

I have to tape an important TV program for a class assignment to ensure that the correct
program is recorded, I would use the automatic programming facility on my VCR rather than
manual taping.
▢ Strongly Disagree ▢ Disagree ▢ Undecided ▢ Agree ▢ Strongly Agree

11

People whose jobs require them to work with automated systems are lonelier than people who do
not work with such devices.
▢ Strongly Disagree ▢ Disagree ▢ Undecided ▢ Agree ▢ Strongly Agree

12

If automation is available to help me with something, it makes sense for me to pay more attention
to my other tasks.
▢ Strongly Disagree ▢ Disagree ▢ Undecided ▢ Agree ▢ Strongly Agree

13

Automated systems used in modern aircraft, such as the automatic landing system, have made
air journey safer.
▢ Strongly Disagree ▢ Disagree ▢ Undecided ▢ Agree ▢ Strongly Agree

14

ATMs provide safeguard against the inappropriate use of an individual's bank account by
dishonest people.
▢ Strongly Disagree ▢ Disagree ▢ Undecided ▢ Agree ▢ Strongly Agree

15

Even if an automated aid can help me with a task, I should pay attention to its performance.
▢ Strongly Disagree ▢ Disagree ▢ Undecided ▢ Agree ▢ Strongly Agree
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16

Automated devices used in aviation and banking have made work easier for both employees and
customers.
▢ Strongly Disagree ▢ Disagree ▢ Undecided ▢ Agree ▢ Strongly Agree

17

I often use automated devices.
▢ Strongly Disagree ▢ Disagree ▢ Undecided ▢ Agree ▢ Strongly Agree

18

Distractions and interruptions are less of a problem for me when I have an automated system to
cover some of the work.
▢ Strongly Disagree ▢ Disagree ▢ Undecided ▢ Agree ▢ Strongly Agree

19

People who work with automated devices have greater job satisfaction because they feel more
involved than those who work manually.
▢ Strongly Disagree ▢ Disagree ▢ Undecided ▢ Agree ▢ Strongly Agree

20

Automated devices in medicine save time and money in the diagnosis and treatment of disease.
▢ Strongly Disagree ▢ Disagree ▢ Undecided ▢ Agree ▢ Strongly Agree

21

Constantly monitoring an automated system’s performance is a waste of time.
▢ Strongly Disagree ▢ Disagree ▢ Undecided ▢ Agree ▢ Strongly Agree

22

Even though the automatic cruise control in my car is set at a speed below the speed limit, I
worry when I pass a police radar speed-trap in case the automatic control is not working properly.
▢ Strongly Disagree ▢ Disagree ▢ Undecided ▢ Agree ▢ Strongly Agree

23

Bank transactions have become safer with the introduction of computer technology for the
transfer of funds.
▢ Strongly Disagree ▢ Disagree ▢ Undecided ▢ Agree ▢ Strongly Agree

24

Even when I have a lot to do, I am likely to watch automation carefully for errors.
▢ Strongly Disagree ▢ Disagree ▢ Undecided ▢ Agree ▢ Strongly Agree
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25

I would rather purchase an item using a computer than have to deal with a sales representative
on the phone because my order is more likely to be correct using the computer.
▢ Strongly Disagree ▢ Disagree ▢ Undecided ▢ Agree ▢ Strongly Agree

26

Work has become more difficult with the increase of automation in aviation and banking.
▢ Strongly Disagree ▢ Disagree ▢ Undecided ▢ Agree ▢ Strongly Agree

27

It’s not usually necessary to pay much attention to automation when it is running.
▢ Strongly Disagree ▢ Disagree ▢ Undecided ▢ Agree ▢ Strongly Agree

28

I do not like to use ATMs because I feel that they are sometimes unreliable.
▢ Strongly Disagree ▢ Disagree ▢ Undecided ▢ Agree ▢ Strongly Agree

29

I think that automated devices used in medicine, such as CAT-scans and ultrasound, provide
very reliable medical diagnosis.
▢ Strongly Disagree ▢ Disagree ▢ Undecided ▢ Agree ▢ Strongly Agree

30

Carefully watching automation takes time away from more important or interesting things.
▢ Strongly Disagree ▢ Disagree ▢ Undecided ▢ Agree ▢ Strongly Agree
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APPENDIX D: COURSE DESCRIPTIONS
E.1

University – Mechatronics

Program Mission Statement:
We offer accredited academic programs leading to the Bachelor of Science (B.S.), Master
of Science (M.S.), and Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.) in Mechanical Engineering. We
prepare our students to become technical leaders who can function as valuable, productive
and responsible members of society, aware of their ethical responsibilities, of the need to
continuously improve and of the challenges and the opportunities of globalization.
Course Description:
Mechatronics integrates control, sensors, actuators, and computers to create a variety of
electromechanical products. Includes concepts of design, appropriate dynamic system
modeling, analysis, sensors, actuating devices, and real time microprocessor interfacing
and control. Laboratory experiments, simulation, and design projects are used to exemplify
the course concepts. Prerequisite course: Fundamentals of Machine Design.
E.2

Technical – Mechatronics

Program Mission Statement:
The Industrial Maintenance Technology program combines the technologies areas of
Mechatronics Certificates I and II with additional general educational requirements to
ensure a well-rounded graduate. The student will develop basic foundational skills and
understanding in electronics, electrical control systems, hydraulics and pneumatics,
mechanical power systems, AC/DC motors and drive systems, programmable logic
controllers, robotics, and troubleshooting strategies. This program is designed to teach the
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skills required by mechatronics technicians for the 21st century’s high-tech world of
automated manufacturing. This is an inter-disciplinary field involving control systems,
electronic systems, computers, robotics, and mechanical systems. Students who
successfully complete this course of study may be employed by national and international
high-tech industries.
Course Description:
This course provides an opportunity for students to investigate a faculty-approved topic in
the automated manufacturing disciplines using the application of practical research
methods. The course is designed for students in an industrial manufacturing program to
explore part of their major in more depth by working one-on-one or in small groups on
faculty- or student-designed research projects with high-tech industrial manufacturing
industry leaders.
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APPENDIX E: ARM RECRUITMENT ONE-PAGER

CLEMSON AUTOMATION IMPLEMENTATION STUDY
Background:
A nine-month long preliminary study included fifty participants across the “manufacturing automation design
chain”. Survey and focus group data from these individuals have revealed some divisions between the groups
concerning automation in manufacturing. These preliminary focus groups have contained individuals across
many educational and vocational backgrounds, including designers of automated manufacturing systems,
assembly associates at a white goods manufacturing plant, and mechatronics students in both the technical
industrial maintenance programs and a traditional four-year engineering program. This validated approach will
now be used across the ARM network through a series of company visits.

Objective:
This research aims to develop a deeper understanding of the individual perspectives held by managers,
engineers, and operators during the implementation of automation in manufacturing. By studying the processes
firms use to identify and implement opportunities for automation, a framework is in development for aiding the
efficient adoption of automation technologies.

Approach:
In order to identify opportunities for increasing the effectiveness of automation adoption, the current process
will be mapped for identifying and implementing automation as a process improvement solution. This will include
discussions with individuals at the corporate level, as well as those engineers and managers working at the plant
level. Data collection will consist of short surveys and focus group discussions that will span six to eight hours of
total commitment over the course of two days. First, a historical case will be studied with respect to how
automation was selected as a process improvement, what technologies were implemented, and what
unanticipated system needs arose due to the automation implementation. After collecting this information, a
later plant visit will be used to analyze a current automation opportunity, and what information is needed across
functional groups to allow for efficient automation implementation.

Outputs:
Anticipated benefits of the study will be an external view of the automation adoption process (“Map Current
State”) and may conclude with a workshop to streamline the implementation of emerging technologies (“Future
Process Improvement”) at the plant level. By characterizing the individual decisions around what inputs are
needed for designing optimal automation solutions, information flow between departments and functional
groups can be improved. Further, unexpected upstream/downstream consequences can be identified in the
earlier stages of system design.

Contact:

Chase Wentzky
Mechanical Engineering
Clemson University
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